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ABSTRACT 24 

Objectives Sonority is the relative perceptual prominence/loudness of speech sounds of the same 25 

length, stress, and pitch. Children with cochlear implants (CIs), with restored audibility and 26 

relatively intact temporal processing, are expected to benefit from the perceptual prominence 27 

cues of highly sonorous sounds. Sonority also influences lexical access through the sonority 28 

sequencing principle (SSP), a grammatical phonotactic rule, which facilitates the recognition and 29 

segmentation of syllables within speech. The more non-sonorous the onset of a syllable is, the 30 

larger is the degree of sonority rise to the nucleus, and the more optimal the SSP. Children with 31 

CIs may experience hindered or delayed development of the language learning rule SSP, as a 32 

result of their deprived/degraded auditory experience. The purpose of the study was to explore 33 

sonority’s role in speech perception and lexical access of prelingually deafened children with 34 

CIs.  35 

Design A case-control study with 15 children with CIs, 25 normal-hearing children and 50 36 

normal-hearing adults was conducted, using a lexical identification task of novel, non-real CV-37 

CV words taught via fast mapping. The CV-CV words were constructed according to four 38 

sonority conditions, entailing syllables with sonorous onsets/ less optimal SSP (SS) and non-39 

sonorous onsets/ optimal SSP (NS) in all combinations, i.e. SS-SS, SS-NS, NS-SS and NS-NS. 40 

Outcome measures were accuracy and reaction times. A subgroup analysis of 12 children with 41 

CIs pair-matched to 12 normal-hearing children on hearing age aimed to study the effect of oral-42 

language exposure period on the sonority-related performance. 43 

Results The children groups showed similar accuracy performance, overall and across all the 44 

sonority conditions. However, within group comparisons showed that the children with CIs 45 
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scored more accurately on the SS-SS condition relative to the NS-NS and NS-SS conditions, 46 

while the normal-hearing children performed equally well across all conditions. Additionally, 47 

adult-comparable accuracy performance was achieved by the children with CIs only on the SS-48 

SS condition, as opposed to NS-SS, SS-NS and SS-SS conditions for normal-hearing children. 49 

Accuracy analysis of the subgroups of children matched in hearing age showed similar results. 50 

Overall longer reaction times were recorded by the children with CIs on the sonority-treated 51 

lexical task, specifically on the SS-SS condition compared to age-matched controls. However, 52 

the subgroup analysis showed that both groups of children did not differ on reaction times.  53 

Conclusions Children with CIs performed better in lexical tasks relying on the sonority 54 

perceptual prominence cues, as in SS-SS condition, than on SSP-initial relying conditions as NS-55 

NS and NS-SS. Template–driven word learning, an early word learning strategy, appears to play 56 

a role in the lexical access of children with CIs whether matched in hearing age or not. The SS-57 

SS condition acts as a preferred word template. The longer reaction times brought about by the 58 

highly accurate SS-SS condition in children with CIs is possibly because listening becomes more 59 

effortful. The lack of reaction times difference between the children groups when matched on 60 

hearing age points out the importance of oral-language exposure period as a key factor in 61 

developing the auditory processing skills.   62 
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INTRODUCTION 63 

Cochlear Implants and Speech Perception 64 

Cochlear implantation has been gaining growing acceptance as an effective treatment for 65 

individuals with severe-to-profound sensorineural hearing loss. As a result, the number of 66 

pediatric cochlear implants (CIs) has been distinctly growing (Bradham & Jones 2008). 67 

According to the US National Institute of Health (2012), there are approximately 324,200 68 

individuals with CIs worldwide. The benefits of CIs during the course of language acquisition 69 

have been documented for both speech perception and speech production (Fu & Galvin 2007; 70 

Shannon 2012).  71 

Speech acoustic cues, including temporal-spectral ones, comprise the segmental (phonetic) 72 

features  of the individual phonemes (Snow 2001). Individuals with CIs can demonstrate good 73 

word recognition accuracy; however it is unclear how they utilize the various acoustic cues to 74 

contribute to phonetic perception (Winn et al. 2011). Research efforts should be expanded to 75 

better recognize, identify and understand the way these cues are utilized in language processing, 76 

as this knowledge could guide the development and tailoring of better speech processing 77 

algorithms and rehabilitative tool outcomes (Jung et al. 2012; Sagi et al. 2009). 78 

Sonority and Sonority Sequencing Principle 79 

Sonority (or vowel-likeness) is one of the phonetic/ phonological cues that facilitates the 80 

recognition and segmentation of syllables within speech (Ettlinger et al. 2012; Miozzo & 81 

Buchwald 2013), thereby aiding child language acquisition (Ohala & Kawasaki-Fukumori 1997; 82 

Pater 2009). Sonority by definition, is a scalar property of the relative loudness/ perceptual 83 
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prominence of a particular sound segment compared to other sounds of the same length, stress, 84 

and pitch (Ladefoged 1993; Parker 2008). Sonority has been correlated to the openness of the 85 

vocal tract (Goldsmith 1990), with an underlying abstract language-specific phonetic 86 

representation (Beckman et al. 1992). Sonorous sounds include vowels, glides, liquids (flaps, 87 

laterals), and nasals, while non-sonorous sounds include obstruents (fricatives, affricates, and 88 

plosives) (Selkirk 1984). Sonority, being a perceptual aspect, is very difficult to quantify. 89 

Various scales have been proposed to order speech sounds on a sonority hierarchy. However, no 90 

universal sonority hierarchy exists, specifically when it comes to the ordering of obstruents 91 

(Parker 2008; Selkirk 1984; Steriade 1982), with claims of language-specific differences 92 

(Steriade 1982). According to Parker (2008) there are at least 98 different correlates of sonority, 93 

however very few attempts were made to instrumentally confirm them. Parker (2008) provided 94 

physical evidence supporting the sonority hierarchy. A partially new conceptualization of the 95 

physical realization of sonority was proposed, namely the sound level values at protrusions or 96 

extremes. These are values at the point of maximal and minimal intensity of vowels and 97 

consonants, respectively. Phonemes in English, Spanish, and Quechua were analyzed and the 98 

sonority intensity values were found to be strongly correlated (r = 0.91) with the typical 99 

phonological sonority hierarchy indices proposed. The study by Parker (2008) provided an 100 

empirical evidence that sonority is correlated with a measurable physical parameter. 101 

The ability of speech sounds to follow one another in phonological strings of a language is 102 

defined by the phonotactic rules (Blevins 1995; Chomsky 1969; Jakobson 1968). Sonority plays 103 

a grammatical role in defining syllable structure through the language-universal phonotactic 104 

principle termed sonority sequencing principle (SSP) (Clements 1990; Selkirk 1984; Zec 1995). 105 

According to SSP, each well-formed syllable has a peak of sonority (usually a vowel) with the 106 
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more sonorous consonants located closer to the peak and the less sonorous ones further away 107 

from it. This sonority-based principle thus determines the position of phonemes within the 108 

syllable, where sonority increases maximally and steadily from the onset to the vowel (Clements 109 

1990). Therefore according to SSP, the more optimal the sonority sequencing is, the larger is the 110 

degree of sonority rise from the onset to the nucleus of the syllable. 111 

The language-specific knowledge of phoneme co-occurrences affects word segmentation 112 

(McQueen 1998; Norris et al. 1997) and syllabification (Redford & Randall 2005; Smith & Pitt 113 

1999; Treiman & Zukowski 1990). Sonority is one of the factors predicting the sequence 114 

ordering mastered by young children (Ohala & Kawasaki-Fukumori 1997; Pater 2009), and the 115 

rate and type of errors observed in individuals with developmental or acquired language 116 

impairments (Bastiaanse et al. 1994; Béland et al. 1990; Buckingham 1986; Christman 1994; 117 

Romani & Calabrese 1998; Romani & Galluzzi 2005; Romani et al. 2002; Stenneken et al. 118 

2005). Studies have supported the role of SSP in adult speech perception (Berent et al. 2008; 119 

Berent et al. 2007), continuous speech segmentation (Ettlinger et al. 2012), and child language 120 

acquisition (Ohala & Kawasaki-Fukumori 1997; Pater 2009) 121 

 Several studies have tested the sonority related-grammatical markedness through assessing 122 

production and perception of SSP-violating onset clusters versus SSP-adhering ones in typically 123 

developing children including Greek, Dutch, English, Hebrew, and Norwegian language (Berent 124 

et al. 2011; Clements 1990; Ohala 1999; Syrika et al. 2011; Yavaş et al. 2008). It is widely 125 

debated whether the sonority related-grammatical markedness is innate or learned (Parker 2008). 126 

Infants as young as nine months of age have been shown to favor SSP- adhering syllables like 127 

“blif” over SSP-violating syllables like “lbif”, despite no experience with either (Friederici & 128 

Wessels 1993). However, the cumulative knowledge about SSP-adhering and violating structures 129 
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in a language is suggested to be learnable, as demonstrated by the fact that each language has 130 

different phonotactics (Redford 2008) and also by experiments that tested the ability to learn 131 

novel phonotactic patterns over a set of data (Chambers et al. 2003; Dell et al. 2000; Onishi et al. 132 

2002; Warker & Dell 2006).  133 

Sonority, as one of the factors influencing word segmentation and the sequence ordering 134 

mastered by young children, is thus expected to play a role in the process of lexical access and 135 

acquisition, which is mediated by a fast-mapping strategy between the referent and lexical label. 136 

Lexical Access 137 

A mental representation of a word must exist for the individual to be able to recognize it. In 138 

adults, acoustic spectra, among other cues of semantics, syntax and category, represent and 139 

provide access to the word in a speaker’s lexicon. Lexical access in adults is facilitated by the 140 

representation of a word as a unique combination of small number of units (syllable, foot, mora) 141 

(Bertoncini & Mehler 1981). What children attend to in the process of lexical acquisition is not 142 

fully clear. Suggestions exist that during the first 6-12 months of life, infants utilize acoustic-143 

phonetic mechanisms to store only stressed and word-initial syllables, as they find a way into the 144 

language system (Echols & Newport 1992; Gleitman & Wanner 1982). Later on, when the child 145 

has reached the understanding that words are used to name categories of objects and events, it 146 

adopts a holistic, less analytic approach in which semantic content rather than fine phonetic 147 

discrimination is of primary importance (Charles-Luce & Luce 1990; Ferguson & Farwell 1975; 148 

Hallé & de Boysson-Bardies 1994; Merriman & Schuster 1991). This whole-word processing 149 

starts around the period they have acquired 30 productive words and may last several years, as 150 

basic knowledge of words and related conceptual distinctions build up. Template-driven word 151 
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learning is a form of whole-word processing, with a tendency for learning words with a 152 

particular prosodic frame. The word-template acts as a lexical generalization that later spurs 153 

further learning of words that fit into the same template (Macken 1979).  154 

Fast Mapping 155 

Fast mapping is the capability of learning a word after minimal exposure to the new label.  It 156 

develops during the period of whole-word learning (Jaswal & Markman 2001) and involves two 157 

essential processes; referent selection and referent retention. Referent selection is the process by 158 

which the child determines the correct referent of a novel label. Referent retention is the process 159 

of storage of this newly formed label–object mapping in the memory for later use. During natural 160 

conversation, children are exposed to novel words frequently, and therefore should be able to 161 

perform these tasks rapidly and repeatedly (Spiegel & Halberda 2011).  162 

Sonority Research in Individuals with CIs 163 

Very few studies have investigated the role of sonority in speech of children with CIs. Chin and 164 

Finnegan (2002) examined variations in English complex onset realizations by children who use 165 

CIs. Results showed that one-segment realizations generally respected sonority principles, with 166 

the more sonorous segment being omitted and the less sonorous one retained. Kim and Chin 167 

(2008) investigated fortition and lenition patterns of error production in children with CIs. 168 

Fortition strengthens consonant articulation, that is, it makes the consonants less sonorous, while 169 

lenition weakens consonant articulation, thereby it makes the consonants more sonorous 170 

(Brandão de Carvalho et al. 2008). Data supported that lenition errors reflect the minimization of 171 

articulatory effort in specific phonological contexts, while fortition errors are pervasive and not 172 

context-sensitive in the same way that lenition errors are. The resulting pattern was consistent 173 
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with early phonological stage patterns of normal-hearing children, and suggested that 174 

phonological development in the two groups reflects a single universal acquisition pattern based 175 

on markedness. However, both studies investigated the role of sonority on speech production, 176 

rather than on speech perception and lexical access. 177 

Study Rationale, Hypothesis, and Objectives 178 

For CI users, temporal processing can be as good as that of normal-hearing listeners, as 179 

evidenced by temporal modulation transfer functions (Shannon 1992) and gap detection tasks 180 

(Shannon 1989). Thus, children with CIs are expected to detect the perceptual prominence cues 181 

provided by the sonority contour of highly sonorous consonants, equivalent to their age-matched 182 

normal-hearing children (NHC). Sonority also influences lexical processing through the 183 

phonological grammar rule of SSP. Sonority sequencing principle, being a language learning 184 

rule, is expected to be delayed or hindered in children with CIs as a result of the earlier period of 185 

auditory deprivation and the relatively degraded auditory signal provided by CIs. Furthermore, 186 

children with CIs may shift to rely on the more accessible cue of sonority perceptual prominence 187 

as a compensatory strategy. Therefore, we hypothesize that children with CIs and normal-hearing 188 

peers differ in terms of lexical access performance.  189 

The goal of the current study was to explore the role of sonority in terms of the perceptual 190 

prominence cues versus SSP cues in the lexical access of prelingually deafened children with 191 

CIs. The current research addressed the following questions: 1- How do the sonority related 192 

parameters affect the degree of lexical perception in children with CIs, relative to normal-hearing 193 

NHC and normal-hearing adults (NHA)? 2- Do children with CIs perform better in lexical tasks 194 

by relying on perceptual prominence cues brought about by highly sonorous lexical segments or 195 
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do they rely on language learning rules evidenced by sonority sequencing cues? 3- Do NHC 196 

perform differently on sonority-driven perceptual prominence cues versus language dependent 197 

cues, and is their performance comparable to NHA? 4- Do children with CIs vary in lexical 198 

access strategies relative to their normal-hearing peers, being exposed to periods of relative 199 

auditory deprivation and relatively degraded auditory signal input? 200 

METHODS 201 

Participants 202 

A Case-Control study was conducted including three groups of Greek-speaking participants; 15 203 

children with CIs, 25 NHC and 50 NHA. The sample size of children with CIs was guided by the 204 

availability of children complying with the inclusion criteria. Larger sample sizes were included 205 

for the normal-hearing groups, as they are of easier access, to provide reference data for 206 

performance in NHA and NHC. Power analysis was not possible as the predicted outcome value 207 

was unknown. 208 

Children with CIs included in the current study were prelingually deaf, as defined by an age of 209 

implantation of maximally 3 years. A postimplant age of at least two years was set to ensure that 210 

participants had some experience with spoken language and were able to perform the task under 211 

test using the fast mapping procedure. Additionally they had to be monolingual, with normal 212 

nonverbal Intelligence Quotient (NVIQ), and no additional disabilities. Proper 213 

audibility/functionality of the CI device with recent mapping within the last six months was also 214 

set within the inclusion criteria. All of the children with CIs were unilateral users. The age and 215 

postimplant age of each of the children with CIs are depicted in Table 1. The NHC were matched 216 

to the children with CIs based on the chronological age range, and gender. Inclusion criteria for 217 
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the typically developing (TD) NHC included normal hearing, normal NVIQ, and age-appropriate 218 

speech and language skills. The NHA were matched on the basis of gender to the two groups of 219 

children. Inclusion criteria for NHA included normal hearing, with age limit set at 40 years to 220 

avoid potential memory influences on the fast mapping referent retention process. Inclusion 221 

criteria was employed by the referring audiologist, and further validated through a set of pretest 222 

interview questions administered by the first author to the attending parent. 223 

Informed Consents were obtained from all the participants above 18 years. For participants 224 

younger than 18 years consents were obtained from one of the parents. This study has been 225 

approved by the Medical Ethical Committee of AHEPA hospital/Thessaloniki and by the Special 226 

Committee of Research Ethics of UOM/Thessaloniki. 227 

Materials 228 

A battery of tests was selected including the sonority experiment, audiological, speech and 229 

language tests, as described in the next section. Audiological tests included oto-acoustic 230 

emissions and pure tone audiometry to ensure normal hearing of the control groups. Moreover, 231 

for children with CIs, in free field, pure tone average (PTA) thresholds were at least 25 dB HL to 232 

ensure proper functionality of the CI device. In addition, speech audiometry tests were done to 233 

document the speech recognition abilities of the children with CIs. Aided free-field pure-tone 234 

average thresholds (500 Hz-2 kHz), and speech audiometry correct percent scores (word and 235 

sentence) of the children with CIs are depicted in Table 1. Raven IQ test (Raven et al. 2000, 236 

updated 2004) was employed to ensure normal NVIQ using the available Greek norms for the 237 

children aged up to 11 ; 11. Three NHC and two children with CIs, outside the current sample of 238 

25 NHC and 15 children with CIs, who scored at or below the 10th percentile (Grade of IV- and 239 
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V), were excluded. For older children, attendance of mainstream schools with at least medium 240 

academic achievement was used as an indicator of normal NVIQ. A protocol of receptive 241 

vocabulary in Greek was used to compare the receptive language scores of both children groups, 242 

and to ensure that the NHC were TD using the Greek norms up to the age of 6 ; 11. Attendance 243 

of mainstream schools with at least medium academic achievement was used as an indicator of 244 

TD language in NHC with age 7; and higher. The Test of Articulatory and Phonological 245 

Development (PAL 1995) was used to compare qualitatively the phonological skills of both 246 

children groups, and to ensure that the NHC are TD. The battery of test took 50 minutes on 247 

average depending on the child's age and responsiveness.  248 

In addition, a novel fast mapping experiment was designed to test the hypothesis of the sonority-249 

related lexical perception. 250 

Sonority Experiment 251 

  Sonority-Related Experiment Design 252 

The Sonority Experiment was a computer-based, lexical identification task of newly-learned CV-253 

CV words. The CV-CV words were labels of funny objects learned via fast mapping procedures. 254 

E-Prime 2.0 Professional software (Psychology Software Tools Inc 2012) was used to build the 255 

experiment. Audio stimuli included 16 disyllabic, novel, non-real CV-CV words with a trochaic 256 

prosodic structure within four sonority conditions. Funny objects were selected as pictures, 257 

obtained with author’s permission from a previous study by MacRoy-Higgins et al. (2013).  258 
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Sonority-Related Experiment Procedure 259 

Figure 1 illustrates the procedure for one trial, which is repeated for all of the 16 trials of the 260 

experiment. Each trial consisted of a pair of CV-CV words of opposing sonority conditions, as 261 

explained in the following section. The fast mapping (Spiegel & Halberda 2011) procedure was 262 

used to familiarize the funny object with the specific novel word label. This was repeated for 263 

each novel word of the pair. Carrier phrases used for fast mapping were “This is a _______” and 264 

“Look, a ________”.  Then an identification task with a choice of three picture array format 265 

including the two familiarized objects and a third foil object appeared with an audio playing 266 

“Show me+ target word”. The time lag between the slides was programmed to 1000 millisecond 267 

(msec), to ensure that identification was based on presentation of discrete trials. The insertion of 268 

a foil within the identification slide was guided by the pilot study (Hamza et al. 2016) where the 269 

two picture array’s chance level was relatively high (79.16% at p< 0.05), while that of the three 270 

picture array format was 52.75% at (p< 0.05). Both accuracy measures and reaction times (RTs) 271 

(from the offset of the target-word audio) were recorded and logged through the touch screen.  272 

  Sonority-Related Experiment Test Setting 273 

Testing took place at AHEPA Audiology Clinic sound treated room. A story scenario was 274 

developed to instruct the children. A practice session including six trials (two with real object 275 

words and four with novel words) was employed before testing. A pass score criteria of 50% in 276 

the trial session was mandatory before moving on to the testing. Hand position was standardized 277 

using a palm-shaped pad, with versions customized for left- and right-handed participants. 278 

Audios were played through two loudspeakers placed at 45 degree Azimuth calibrated at 70 dB 279 

HL at 70 cm from seating position. Testing session lasted 20 minutes including the practice. 280 
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Sonority-Related Experiment Stimuli 281 

According to the sonority hierarchy, vowels (V) within the CV-CV novel words are always 282 

sonorous (S), consonants (C) could be sonorous (S) or non-sonorous (N). The test stimuli 283 

building blocks of words were thus sonorous syllables (SS) and non-sonorous syllables (NS). 284 

The SS syllable is perceptually-prominent as it is composed of two sonorous phonemes, and has 285 

a less optimal SSP as it has a relatively smaller degree of sonority rise from the onset to the peak 286 

of nucleus. The NS syllable exhibits the opposite profile where it has a more optimal SSP as a 287 

result of the larger degree of sonority rise from onset to peak, and a less perceptually-prominent 288 

sonority contour caused by the non-sonorous consonant. This yields four possible sonority 289 

testing conditions at a lexical level; NS-NS, NS-SS, SS-NS, and SS-SS. At a word level there are 290 

three hierarchies within the sonority conditions. The NS-NS condition has low sonority 291 

perceptual prominence and an optimal SSP, NS-SS and SS-NS have medium sonority contour 292 

perceptual prominence and mid-optimal SSP profile, while SS-SS has a high sonority contour 293 

perceptual prominence and a least optimal SSP profile. The mid-hierarchy classes allow for 294 

studying the interaction of sonority with syllable position: first vs second. Four different tokens, 295 

containing different consonants and vowels, were generated per sonority condition, yielding the 296 

16 different novel word stimuli (4 conditions x 4 tokens). Sonorous onset consonants included 297 

flaps, laterals, and nasals. The Greek language lacks glides (Mennen & Okalidou 2007). Non-298 

sonorous onset consonants included voiced and voiceless fricatives, voiced and voiceless stops 299 

(Parker 2008; Selkirk 1984). The current study did not include affricates, as many sonority scales 300 

ignore this class entirely, because of their inherent complications to classify as a single phoneme 301 

or cluster (Escure 1977; Hankamer & Aissen 1974; Lavoie 2001). Refer to Table 2 for an 302 

inventory of the sonority experiment stimuli, the sonority condition and phonemic content. 303 
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Phonotactic probability, the likelihood of occurrence of a sound sequence, facilitates spoken 304 

word recognition and production.  The more common sound sequences are, the more accurately 305 

and/or faster they are recognized (Storkel & Lee 2011). In the current study, the frequency of 306 

occurrence of the CV syllables of the word stimuli was controlled for by matching them to a 307 

medium frequency of occurrence in the Greek language, with respect to syllable position. The 308 

frequencies of occurrence of syllables in Greek were calculated from a database (Adamidou et al. 309 

2013) of the 20000 most frequent lemmas in Greek (consult Supplemental Digital Content 1.doc 310 

for the detailed procedure of calculation and matching). Novel words did not contain phonemes 311 

with the same place of articulation and manner to avoid confounding effects in perception due to 312 

syllabic similarity. The sonorous phonemic classes: flaps, laterals, and nasals were represented 313 

unevenly in the first vs. second position, due to the fact that there are only three classes versus 8 314 

presentations of the sonorous class in each position. The choice of phoneme class representation 315 

in different positions was guided by an effort to counterbalance language bias frequency effects 316 

towards syllable position in the Greek language. The CV-CV stimuli were then paired into eight 317 

pairs of opposing sonority conditions, with creation of all possible pairing combinations.  318 

Each novel word was randomly assigned to the picture of a funny object within the 8 pairs. Each 319 

of the 8 pairs was presented twice with alterations of the target word through a random process. 320 

Four different versions   of the novel word- picture assignment, trial order, target word order and 321 

picture position were created. Choice of the test version administered to the participant was 322 

through systematic random assignment.  323 
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Acoustical Analyses of the Stimuli for the Sonority Experiment  324 

Novel word stimuli as well as carrier phrases were recorded by a native Greek female speaker 325 

using Sony PCMD100 Portable High Resolution Audio Recorder in a sound treated booth. The 326 

carrier phrase and the target word were collated via Sony Sound Forge Pro10.0. Then the 327 

collated phrases were normalized to a peak level of 80 dB HL on Gold wave (GoldWaveInc 328 

2015) to ensure that the results under test were not due to differences in presentation intensity.   329 

The mean intensity output was measured for each sonority condition using PRAAT (Boersma & 330 

Weenink 2016). For NS-NS the mean intensity +/- SD was 70.5 dB +/- 3.1 dB, for NS-SS was 331 

71 dB +/- 1.6 dB, for SS-NS was 69.4 dB+/- 1.7 dB, and for SS-SS was 70.6 dB +/- 1.1 dB. 332 

Acoustic analyses of the stimuli were conducted using Parker (2008) methodology to provide a 333 

physical correlate of the sonority classes of non-sonorous vs. sonorous consonant components. 334 

For this the sound minima peak intensity value was determined for the various consonants in the 335 

sonority classes with respect to syllable position (consult Supplemental Digital Content 2.doc for 336 

the detailed procedure of measurement). Figure 2 illustrates the token “vamo” as an example for 337 

the measurements performed on PRAAT. Table 3 illustrates the intensity minima values 338 

recorded for the various phonemes in the CV-CV word stimuli. An independent-samples t test 339 

showed that the dB minimum value of the sonorous consonants were statistically higher than the 340 

non-sonorous consonants in the first position [t (8.024) = 4.516, p=0.002] and the second 341 

position [t (9.053) = 7.344, p<0.001]. Furthermore, four real Greek words that were recorded by 342 

the same speaker and used in the training phase were analyzed using the same Parker (2008) 343 

methodology on PRAAT. Table 4 shows that similar sonority measurement patterns were 344 

observed for the Greek real words as for the novel word stimuli.  345 
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Visual Reaction Time Experiment 346 

A nonverbal, visual task was added, as a control condition, to ensure that the process of picture 347 

selection had no influence on the RT results. Absence of RT differences between groups on the 348 

visual task excludes generic motor differences in the process of picture selection between the two 349 

groups. This will allow for conclusions to be drawn upon the actual impact of the auditory 350 

component of the sonority experiment. 351 

The Visual localization experiment was run after the sonority experiment within the same 352 

session. The task involved a rabbit appearing on the screen in one of the three picture positions 353 

and the child was instructed to catch the rabbit as quickly as possible by touching the screen in 354 

the same manner as in the sonority experiment. Then the child would return his hand to the palm 355 

shaped pad and when ready, the procedure was repeated again for a total of eight trials. The RT 356 

was measured from the onset of appearance of the rabbit on the screen until the touch of it. The 357 

quickest visual RT of all eight trials was taken as the outcome measure. 358 

Data Analyses 359 

The two major outcome performance measures of the sonority experiment were accuracy and 360 

RTs. Accuracy was expressed in percent correct score and RT was expressed in msec. The upper 361 

weight in performance judgment was given to accuracy, and so only the RTs of the accurate 362 

responses were analyzed. Furthermore, trials where the RT was not logged from the first touch of 363 

the screen due to technical failure, as reported by the first author, were removed from the data 364 

set. The percent of trials eliminated from the RT data set was 3.25% for NHA, 9.5% for NHC, 365 

and 15.8% for children with CIs. An alpha level of 0.05 was used for all statistical tests. 366 
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The accuracy percentage scores in the sonority-treated lexical perception task were not normally 367 

distributed even after log 10 transformation. Therefore, non-parametric tests were applied to the 368 

raw untransformed data. For between group comparisons the Kruskal Wallis test was used for 369 

main effects, followed by the Mann-Whitney U test if pairwise comparisons were required. For 370 

within group comparisons the Friedman one way ANOVAs was applied, followed by Wilcoxon 371 

test if pairwise comparisons were required. 372 

The visual task RT was normally distributed and so between group comparisons were performed 373 

using one-way ANOVA, with post hoc tests using the Bonferroni correction for multiple 374 

comparisons. The sonority experiment RT data were log10 transformed in order to achieve 375 

normality and, homoscedasticity of model’s residuals before being analyzed via Mixed Linear 376 

Models using the ANOVA method. Due to the hierarchical nature of the data, the model 377 

involved a “between subject factor” (factor “Group”, with three levels: NHA, NHC, and CI) and 378 

two “within subjects factors” with repeated measures (factor “Sonority Condition”, with 4 levels: 379 

[NS-NS, NS-SS, SS-NS, SS-SS], and factor “Token.RT” with four levels nested within the levels 380 

of Sonority Condition). In the proposed model the subjects were considered a random effect 381 

factor nested within the three groups. Pairwise comparisons of mean values were performed by 382 

means of posthoc tests using the Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. For conceptual 383 

reasons, RT data are reported at the untransformed raw values. 384 

A subgroup analysis was performed based on 12 children with CIs which were pair matched with 385 

12 NHC according to the hearing/ oral-language exposure period. The oral-language exposure 386 

period was defined as the postimplant age in the children with CIs and the chronological age for 387 

the NHC. This analysis was carried out to study the effect of the oral-language exposure period 388 

on the performance of children with CIs, relative to NHC on the sonority task. As for the full 389 
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sample analysis, the accuracy percentage scores were not normally distributed even after log 10 390 

transformation. Therefore, non-parametric tests were applied to the raw untransformed data. For 391 

between group comparison Kruskal Wallis test was used for main effects, followed by Mann-392 

Whitney U test if pairwise comparisons were required. For within group comparisons Friedman 393 

one way ANOVAs were used, followed by Wilcoxon test if pairwise comparisons were required. 394 

Both the visual RT and sonority RT data were normally distributed. An independent-samples t 395 

test analysis was used for between group comparisons.  396 

Data were analyzed using IBM SPSS software package version 20.0 (Kirkpatrick & Feeney 397 

2013).  398 

RESULTS 399 

Demographics 400 

The mean age of the two children groups was not found to be statistically different, as shown by 401 

an independent-samples t test [t (38) = 0.494, p = 0.624]. Chi-square test of independence 402 

showed that all the studied groups had statistically similar distributions for gender (chi-square 403 

test of independence, X2 = 0.142, df = 1, p = 0.931). Table 5 shows the age and gender 404 

distribution of the different groups. An independent-samples t test comparison of the Raven 405 

NVIQ test scores of the two children groups showed statistically similar performance [t (37) = 406 

0.488, p = 0.628]. However, on the receptive vocabulary test, statistically significantly higher 407 

scores were obtained by the NHC relative to the children with CIs using an independent-samples 408 

t test [t (37) = 5.267, p < 0.01], as shown in Figure 3. Chi-square test of independence showed 409 

that the group of children with CIs entailed a statistically significantly higher number of children 410 
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with non-age appropriate articulation relative to the NHC (chi-square test of independence, X2 = 411 

16.501, df = 1, p < 0.01).  412 

All NHC were TD as validated through the normal hearing thresholds at all frequencies, normal 413 

NVIQ through Raven NVIQ scores or School report, normal receptive vocabulary scores or 414 

School report, and age appropriate phonological development on Articulation test assessed by 415 

Speech-Language Pathologist.  416 

Overall Accuracy Performance on Sonority-treated Lexical perception Task 417 

The accuracy performance on the sonority-treated lexical perception task ranged between 418 

93.75% - 100% for the NHA group, 68.75% - 100% for the NHC group and 62.5% - 100% for 419 

the children with CIs group. Median accuracy percentage performance was 100% for both 420 

normal-hearing groups, whereas it was 93.75% for children with a CI. Kruskal Wallis analysis 421 

showed a statistically significant main effect of ‘groups’ on the overall accuracy performance (p 422 

< 0.001). Pairwise comparison using Mann-Whitney U test showed that the NHA scored 423 

statistically significantly more accurately than both the NHC (U = 409, df = 74, p = 0.002)] and 424 

children with CIs (U = 150, df = 59, p < 0.001)]. Yet, both groups of children did not score 425 

statistically different (U = 140.5, df = 39, p = 0.167), as illustrated in Figure 4. The more 426 

accurate performance of adults relative to the children groups, but not between age-matched 427 

children groups reflects underlying age-related developmental cognitive and language 428 

acquisition processes. A positive correlation between the sonority experiment lexical 429 

identification accuracy score and the receptive vocabulary score for the entire children sample, 430 

was shown r = 0.53, p < 0.001. That is, the higher the receptive score the better the performance 431 

on the lexical identification task, or vice versa.  432 
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Group Accuracy Performance on Different Sonority Conditions  433 

Within group comparisons using Friedman one way ANOVAs showed that there was no main 434 

effect of the sonority condition on accuracy performance for the normal-hearing groups whether 435 

adults (χ2(49) = 1.714, p = 0.634) or children (χ2(24) = 3.102, p = 0.376). However, for the 436 

children with CIs a main effect of the sonority condition on accuracy performance was detected 437 

(χ2(14) = 8.711, p = 0.033). Further Pairwise comparison using Wilcoxon test showed that the 438 

children with CIs scored statistically significantly higher on the SS-SS condition, a condition 439 

relying on perceptual prominence, relative to conditions starting with a non-sonorous (NS) 440 

syllable, namely NS-NS (Z = -2.111, p = 0.035) and NS-SS (Z = -2.714, p = 0.007). All children 441 

with CIs scored 100% correct on the SS-SS condition apart from subject 3, a 5 year old child, 442 

with a postimplant age of 3; 1 who scored 75%. 443 

Across group comparisons, Kruskal Wallis analyses showed a main effect of the different 444 

experimental groups on the accuracy performance for NS-NS (p = 0.002), NS-SS (p < 0.001), 445 

and SS-NS (p = 0.027) conditions, but not for the SS-SS condition (p = 0.179). Pairwise 446 

comparison using Mann-Whitney U test showed that for NS-NS condition the NHA scored 447 

statistically significantly more accurately than both groups of children [NHC (U = 496, df = 74, 448 

p = 0.018, CI (U = 228, df = 59, p < 0.001)], while both groups of children scored statistically 449 

similar (U=156, df=39, p=0.294). For NS-SS and SS-NS conditions, the NHA scored statistically 450 

more accurately than the children with CIs [NS-SS (U = 201, df = 64, p < 0.001), SS-NS (U = 451 

287, df = 64, p = 0.006)], and statistically similar to the NHC [NS-SS (U = 523, df = 74, p = 452 

0.052), SS-NS (U = 574, df = 74, p = 0.185)].  Both children groups scored statistically similar 453 

on the medium sonority conditions [NS-SS (U = 130.5, df = 39, p = 0.112), SS-NS (U = 157, df 454 
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= 39, p = 0.406)]. Group performance within and across the different sonority conditions are 455 

shown in Figure 5.  456 

Group Reaction Time Performance  457 

Analysis of the RTs on the rabbit-visual task experiment using one-way ANOVA showed a 458 

statistically significant main effect of the test groups on the RT [F(2, 87) = 7.614, p = 0.001]. 459 

Post hoc tests with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons revealed that the adult group 460 

had statistically significantly faster RTs for the visual task (M = 517 msec, SD = 73 msec) 461 

relative to both groups of children [NHC (M = 589 msec, SD = 103 msec, p = 0.002); CIs (M = 462 

583 msec, SD = 87 msec, p = 0.029)]. However, more importantly, the visual task’s RTs of the 463 

children groups did not differ statistically from each other (p=1.000). This is important, as 464 

potential RT differences on the sonority audio-visual task between the children groups could be 465 

attributed to the auditory component rather than to the generic psychomotor ability to respond to 466 

the visual component. Group performances on the visual task are depicted in Figure 6. 467 

With regard to the average RT on the sonority-treated lexical perception task, the analysis via 468 

Mixed Linear Models indicated a statistically significant main effect of Group on the average RT 469 

[F (2, 89) = 23.397, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.345]. Post hoc analysis with Bonferroni correction for 470 

multiple comparisons showed that the normally-hearing adults (M = 500 msec, SD = 292 msec) 471 

yielded statistically significantly faster RTs than both groups of children [NHC (M = 902 msec, 472 

SD = 712 msec, p < 0.001), CIs (M = 1065 msec, SD = 838 msec, p < 0.001)]. This pattern on 473 

the audio-visual sonority task is similar to the visual-only task, suggesting that differences in the 474 

overall sonority RT between adults and children result at least partially from generic motor 475 

effects. The RT on the sonority-treated lexical perception task of the children with normal-476 

hearing was statistically significantly faster than that of the group of children with CIs (p < 477 
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0.001). As indicated previously, there were no RT differences between the children groups on 478 

the rabbit-visual task. Thus the RT differences between the children groups on the sonority-479 

treated lexical perception task are attributed to the processing load brought by the auditory/verbal 480 

component. In other words, the normally-hearing children processed the auditory/verbal stimuli 481 

faster than children with CIs.  482 

Within the methodological frame of Mixed Linear Models there was no main effect of sonority 483 

on the RT [F (3, 346) = 2.13, p = 0.096, η2 = 0.018]. Additionally, there was no interaction 484 

between group and sonority condition [F (6, 328) = 1.2, p = 0.306, η2 = 0.022]. However, due to 485 

the statistically significant main effect of Group on the average RT, further exploration was 486 

carried out to define any specific sonority conditions by which the groups varied in their 487 

Sonority RT. Post hoc tests with Bonferroni corrections showed that the NHA [NSNS (M = 500 488 

msec, SD = 31 msec), NS-SS (M = 527 msec, SD = 32 msec), SS-NS, (M = 495 msec, SD = 32 489 

msec), SS-SS (M = 480 msec, SD = 31 msec)] were statistically significantly faster on all 490 

conditions than both groups of children [NHC: (NSNS: M = 897 msec, SD = 48 msec, p < 491 

0.001), (NS-SS: M = 933 msec, SD = 47 msec, p < 0.001), (SS-NS: M = 1095 msec, SD = 47 492 

msec, p < 0.001), (SS-SS: M = 821 msec, SD = 48 msec, p < 0.001); CIs (NSNS: M = 1163 493 

msec, SD = 67 msec, p < 0.001), (NS-SS: M = 1028 msec, SD = 69 msec, p < 0.001), (SS-NS: M 494 

= 1076 msec, SD = 70 msec, p < 0.001), (SS-SS: M = 1114 msec, SD = 60 msec, p < 0.001)]. 495 

Comparison between the children groups showed that NHC had statistically similar RTs as the 496 

children with CIs on all sonority conditions [NSNS (p = 0.087), NS-SS (p = 0.382), SS-NS (p = 497 

0.216)] except for the condition SS-SS (p = 0.015), where the children with the CIs were 498 

statistically significantly slower than the NHC. Even though children with CIs showed 499 

equivalent accuracy on SS-SS condition to not only the NHC but also to the adults, a statistically 500 
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longer RT was needed by them, in order to achieve such high levels of accuracy on SS-SS 501 

condition. Reaction time on the different sonority conditions, across the experimental groups is 502 

shown in Figure 7.  503 

Token Analysis 504 

Token analysis was carried out to ensure that the hypothesis under test was not driven about by 505 

the effect of a specific token within a sonority condition. For each of the test group’s sonority 506 

conditions, the four tokens within yielded statistically similar accuracy scores according to 507 

Mcnemar test with Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons. Across groups comparison 508 

of individual token accuracy scores using Chi-square test of independence showed no 509 

statistically significant differences between the three groups for any of the 16 tokens, after 510 

Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons. This rules out that the sonority condition’s 511 

accuracy results were driven by a single token effect. 512 

Analysis of the token’s RT within the methodological frame of Mixed Linear Models using the 513 

ANOVA method showed a statistically significant interaction of tokens nested within the 514 

sonority conditions and the test groups (Condition x Token x Group) (F = 1.784, df = 24, p = 515 

0.012). Post hoc tests with Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons showed that the 516 

token “mola” was the sole token within the SS-SS sonority condition with statistically 517 

significantly longer RTs for the children with CIs (M = 1375 msec, SD = 1138 msec) relative to 518 

the NHC (M = 772 msec, SD = 560 msec). This means that the RT of the SS-SS condition could 519 

have been driven by this single token. However, it is worth mentioning that, two of the 520 

remaining three tokens within the SS-SS condition were also of longer RT in the children with 521 

CIs relative to the NHC, yet not statistically significant.   522 
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Subgroup Analysis 523 

Twelve children with CIs were pair matched with 12 NHC according to the oral-language 524 

exposure period. This analysis was carried out to study the effect of the oral-language exposure 525 

period on the performance of children with CIs on the different sonority conditions, and further 526 

probe the possible causes for the difference in the performance between the two groups of 527 

children.  528 

The oral-language exposure period ranged from 3 ; 2 – 12 ; 8 (M = 7 ; 10 years, SD = 3;2 years) 529 

for children with CIs and 3 ; 8 – 13 ; 6 (M = 7 ; 9 years, SD = 3 ; 1 years) for NHC. The 530 

chronological age ranged from 6 ; 1 – 15 ; 2 (M = 10 ; 10 years, SD = 3 ; 3 years) for children 531 

with CIs and 3 ; 9 – 13 ; 6 (M= 7;11 years, SD = 3;3 years) for NHC. An independent-samples t 532 

test showed that the subgroups did not differ statistically according to the chronological age [t 533 

(22) = 1.701, p = 0.103]. An independent-samples t test comparison of the receptive vocabulary 534 

test scores continued to show a statistically significantly [t (21) = 2.814, p = 0.01] higher 535 

performance for the NHC (M = 103 score points, SD = 35 score points) relative to the children 536 

with CIs (M = 69 score points, SD = 22 score points). Additionally, Chi-square test of 537 

independence showed that the subgroup of children with CIs also entailed statistically 538 

significantly higher number of children with non-age appropriate articulation relative to the NHC 539 

(chi-square test of independence, X2 = 7.659, df = 1, p = 0.01). A pattern similar to the one 540 

obtained in the chronological age sample analysis, despite the older chronological age of the 541 

children with CIs in the subgroup analysis. 542 

The accuracy percentage performance on the sonority-treated lexical perception task ranged 543 

between 69.9%- 100% for the NHC subgroup, and 83%-100% for the children with CIs 544 
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subgroup. Median accuracy percentage performance was 91% for the NHC subgroup and 94% 545 

for the children with CIs. Pairwise comparison using Mann-Whitney test showed that both 546 

subgroups of children did not score statistically significantly different (U = 61, df = 23, p = 547 

0.507) on the sonority-treated lexical perception task, as is illustrated in Figure 8. This result is 548 

similar to the one obtained from chronological age sample analysis.  549 

Within group comparisons showed no main effect of the sonority condition on accuracy 550 

performance for the NHC subgroup, and a statistically significant effect of sonority condition on 551 

the accuracy performance (χ2 (3) = 9.109, p = 0.028) for the children with CIs. Further Pairwise 552 

comparison using Wilcoxon test showed statistically significantly higher performance in SS-SS 553 

condition relative to NS-NS condition (Z = -2.236, p = 0.025) and NS-SS condition (Z = -2.121, 554 

p = 0.034) in children with CIs subgroup. Once again this result is similar to the one obtained 555 

from chronological age sample analysis.  556 

Across group comparisons showed no statistically significant differences in the performance 557 

between both children subgroups on any of the sonority conditions [NS-NS (U = 72, df = 23, p = 558 

1.000)], NS-SS (U = 62.5, df = 23, p = 0.506)], SS-NS (U = 65.5, df = 23, p = 0.514), SS-SS (U 559 

= 54, df = 23, p = 0.07)]. This result is also similar to the one obtained from chronological age 560 

sample analysis. It is worth noting that the children with CIs appear to score with extreme high 561 

accuracy on the SS-SS condition when matched according to the oral-language exposure period. 562 

All children within the CIs subgroup scored 100% percent correctly here, compared to 75% of 563 

the normal-hearing subgroup of children. Subgroup performance within and across the different 564 

sonority conditions is shown in Figure 9.  565 
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There were no statistically significant differences between the two children groups on the RT of 566 

the rabbit-visual task [t (14.333) = 1.459, p = 0.159], and on the sonority-treated lexical 567 

perception task [t (22) = 0.137, p = 0.892], as depicted in Figure 10. These results are different 568 

from the results obtained when comparing children groups of chronological age, where the 569 

children with the CIs were statistically significantly slower than the NHC as an overall and on 570 

SS-SS condition. Further exploration of the RT on the different sonority conditions using 571 

independent-samples t tests confirmed that both subgroups did not differ in RTs across the 572 

different sonority conditions [NS-NS [t (16.157) = 0.507, p = 0.619], NS-SS [t (22) = -0.281, p = 573 

0.789], SS-NS [t (17.787) = 0.248, p = 0.807],  even for the condition SS-SS [t (14.333) = 0.038, 574 

p = 0.970]. The RT on the different sonority conditions across the children subgroups is shown 575 

in Figure 11.  576 

DISCUSSION 577 

Sonority, as a phonetic/phonological cue, is relatively understudied in the population of children 578 

with CIs. Previous research has focused on studying the production of SSP-violating stimuli, 579 

rather than on studying the influential effect of sonority on speech perception and lexical access 580 

of children with CIs. To our knowledge, there are no studies that have evaluated the role of 581 

sonority on lexical perception and access of phonotactically-legal sequences in prelingually 582 

deafened children with CIs. In the current study, the various sonority conditions; NS-NS, NS-SS, 583 

SS-NS, and SS-SS were studied to explore the interactive effect of sonority’s perceptual 584 

prominence versus SSP on the degree of lexical access, while probing for the possible underlying 585 

processing and language mechanisms that influence lexical access in children with CIs. 586 
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The high overall accuracy scores observed in the current study by all groups was expected, since 587 

individuals in the study had a minimum hearing age of 2 years. According to Carey and Bartlett 588 

(1978) the fast mapping of words onto meanings is achieved during that age period, with a 589 

capability of acquiring words at a very rapid rate, on the order of 10 to 20 new words a day.  590 

The following research questions were addressed in the current study with an ultimate goal to 591 

provide knowledge that can be used in optimizing auditory input access and improving learning 592 

strategies for children with CIs.  593 

Research Question 1- How do sonority-related parameters affect the degree of lexical 594 

perception in children with CIs, relative to NHC and NHA?   595 

 In the current study, children with CIs performed as accurately as the NHC on each of the 596 

sonority conditions and as an overall score. Winn et al. (2011) has highlighted that under 597 

conditions of normal redundancy of acoustic cues, individuals with CIs could potentially achieve 598 

equally accurate performance on speech recognition tasks as the normal-hearing individuals. 599 

However, more importantly, CI users most probably use different acoustic cues to achieve such 600 

equally accurate performance. Pattern differences were observed when comparing the 601 

performance of each of the children groups to those of adults. Children with CIs performed 602 

adult-comparable “only” on the highly sonorous SS-SS condition, while the NHC scored equally 603 

well to NHA on all conditions apart from the NS-NS condition. This demonstrates that children 604 

with CIs were able to learn and identify words relying on perceptual prominence cues of highly 605 

sonorous segments with high, adult-equivalent accuracy.   606 

In terms of RTs, a statistically significantly longer RT on SS-SS condition was required by the 607 

children with CIs relative to the NHC. A possible explanation is that the hearing impaired 608 
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individual must invest extra effort to achieve perceptual success (Baddeley 1996; Pichora-Fuller 609 

etal. 2016). This comes at the expense of processing resources that could have been available for 610 

encoding the speech content in memory. However, a token effect was not ruled out for this SS-611 

SS condition, meaning that the longer RT maybe also attributable to the specific token “mola”. 612 

Yet, two out of the three other tokens within the SS-SS condition showed also longer RT. 613 

The answer to the first research question is therefore: both groups of children perform equally 614 

accurate on the lexical perception task as an overall and on the different sonority-related 615 

parameters. Differences in performance are detected when comparing both groups to the adult 616 

group, where the children with CIs show adult- equivalent accuracy on the SS-SS condition only. 617 

This higher accuracy performance on perceptually prominent lexical segments comes at the 618 

expense of processing resources as expressed by the longer RTs.  619 

Research Question 2- Do children with CIs perform better in lexical tasks by relying on 620 

perceptual prominence cues brought about by highly sonorous lexical segments or do they 621 

rely on language learning rules evidenced by sonority sequencing cues?  622 

The first research question showed that children groups performed equally accurate on the 623 

different sonority conditions. However, they may utilize cues in a different manner to achieve 624 

such equally accurate performance. This has been demonstrated through the within group 625 

comparison where an effect of the sonority-related parameters on the degree of lexical perception 626 

of children with CIs was demonstrated. Within group comparisons showed that children with CIs 627 

were able to learn and identify words relying on perceptual prominence cues of highly sonorous 628 

segments with high accuracy. This was evidenced through their statistically more accurate 629 

performance on SS-SS condition relative to the optimal-SSP onset syllable conditions (NS-NS 630 
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and NS-SS). On the other hand, the NHC performed equally well on all conditions regardless of 631 

the sonority of the speech signal.  632 

The consistent superior accuracy performance on the sonority condition SS-SS in children with 633 

CIs is evident through the within group comparison, as well as the adult comparable performance 634 

on that condition solely. Sonority influences speech perception through the perceptual 635 

prominence cues, as well as through the language learning rule of SSP. According to the auditory 636 

sensitivity hypothesis (Sussman 1993, 2001) the relatively immature auditory system of younger 637 

children, in terms of anatomical and neurological structures, is responsible for children relying 638 

more on louder, longer duration cues (Ohde & Haley 1997; Sussman 2001). In children with CIs, 639 

the reduced auditory sensitivity may cause them to display this pattern of immaturity even at an 640 

older age. This causes them to rely on louder cues, which explains the high accuracy on the SS-641 

SS word template. Thus children with CIs were expected to detect the cues provided by the 642 

perceptual prominence of highly sonorous segments, given that they have restored audibility 643 

through the CIs, and are documented to have intact temporal processing (Shannon 1989, 1992). 644 

On the other hand, their ability to process and develop the phonological grammar rules of the 645 

universally employed SSP was expected to be hindered or delayed, as a result of exposure to 646 

periods of auditory input deprivation and/or relative degradation of the auditory signal. An 647 

optimal SSP for CV syllables was present in segments with non-sonorous consonants, to allow 648 

for a greater degree of rise from the onset to the nucleus of the syllable. Thus, children with CIs 649 

were expected to tap into the perceptual prominence cues in syllables with high sonority (SS 650 

syllable), better than syllables with low sonority that lack the perceptual prominence, and rely on 651 

SSP (NS syllable).  652 
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Furthermore, Kuhl et al. (2008) points out that the infrequent or non-occurring category contrasts 653 

in a language could lead to the fading of discriminatory attention for the less-represented 654 

contrasts. This could be accompanied by a perceptual narrowing of categories that occurs with 655 

experience. For children with CIs, the reduced or degraded audibility of NS contrasts versus SS 656 

contrasts could mean that the NS syllable is considered an infrequent representation, with 657 

subsequent fading and further sharpening of the SS syllables.  658 

So, the answer to the second question would be that children with CIs perform better in lexical 659 

tasks by relying on sonority contour perceptual prominence brought about by highly sonorous 660 

lexical segments. This is in line with them being exposed to periods of relative auditory 661 

deprivation and degradation of signal input.  662 

Research Question 3- Do NHC perform differently on sonority-driven perceptual 663 

prominence cues versus language dependent cues, and is performance comparable to 664 

NHA?   665 

The NHC were capable of utilizing both the perceptual prominence cues and the language 666 

dependent cues of SSP. This is evident through performing equally well on all sonority 667 

conditions, even in the condition with the lowest sonority perceptual prominence as in the 668 

condition of NS-NS.   669 

Nevertheless, such capability of utilizing SSP-cues is not as well-developed as in adults. This is 670 

expressed through the lower accuracy performance of the NHC relative to the NHAs on the NS-671 

NS condition. For NHC, the presence of one syllable with sonority perceptual prominence cue, 672 

regardless of position; SS-SS, SS-NS, NS-SS was sufficient to make them score adult-like. This 673 

means that NHC continue to rely on sonority perceptual prominence cues to an extent. However, 674 
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the magnitude of reliance on such prominence cues by NHC is less than that of children with 675 

CIs, as evidenced by the adult-like accuracy performance on intermediate conditions. This brings 676 

us back to the auditory sensitivity hypothesis (Sussman 1993, 2001) where information 677 

processing in young children is affected by salience, loudness or longer duration cues (Ohde & 678 

Haley 1997; Sussman 2001).  679 

Gómeza et al. (2014)  investigated whether the newborn brains display a predisposition to the 680 

SSP by using functional near infrared spectroscopy (Gervain 2011; Lloyd-Fox et al. 2010; Rossi 681 

et al. 2012). Results showed that the brain responses of the newborns reacted to syllables like 682 

blif, bdif, and lbif in a manner consistent with adults’ patterns of preferences, despite having 683 

little to no linguistic experience. They concluded that sonority-related bias in humans does not 684 

require extensive linguistic experience or ample practice with language production. In the current 685 

study, the fact that NHC scored less accurately than the NHA only on the NS-NS condition guide 686 

us to think that SSP is a learnable principle rather than being purely innate.  687 

This is particularly important, as such a notion of SSP being learnable, would open the way for 688 

auditory rehabilitation tools that aim to abolish the static template-driven word learning and 689 

enhance the lexical access performance across different sonority conditions in children with CIs. 690 

Such tools would focus on training the auditory input through frequent presentation, as in 691 

children the representation of word forms that are frequently heard becomes more robust 692 

(Vihman 2016).  693 

The answer to research question 3 is that NHC do not perform differently on sonority-driven 694 

perceptual prominence cues versus language dependent cues, as they are able to utilize both. 695 

However, they fall behind the NHA on NS-NS condition. A condition that is challengeable in 696 
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terms of perceptual prominence and requiring the high dependency on SSP. This leads to the 697 

assumption that SSP is a learnable principle. 698 

Research Question 4- Do children with CIs vary in lexical access strategies relative to their 699 

normal-hearing peers, being exposed to periods of relative auditory deprivation and 700 

relatively degraded auditory signal input? 701 

Children with CIs appear to adopt an early word-learning strategy termed template-driven (SS-702 

SS) word learning. In typically developing children, the whole-word learning is an early word 703 

learning strategy that spurs further vocabulary acquisition within a lexicon. However, this 704 

strategy doesn’t continue in later stages of development, as the child eventually comes to master 705 

more complex adult sequences of articulation, speech planning and memory representation. 706 

Moreover, the template shape itself is dynamic rather than being static to a single form (Vihman 707 

& Keren-Portnoy 2013). The SS-SS word template, being highly perceptually prominent amidst 708 

a period of auditory deprivation makes it fit as an ideal learnable template.   709 

The subgroup analysis attempted to answer the question whether children with CIs when 710 

exposed to language for equal periods as normal- hearing children would still adopt the deviant 711 

word-learning strategy, or whether they would adopt similar strategies to the NHC. However, it 712 

is important to note that even though children are matched on hearing age, the actual oral 713 

language exposure of the children with CIs is not essentially equivalent to that of the NHC. This 714 

is because the children with CIs are exposed to degraded hearing experience via electric 715 

stimulation, as opposed to acoustic hearing available to NHC. 716 

In terms of accuracy performance, results showed that whether children groups are matched 717 

according to the oral-language exposure period or chronological age, they still exhibit the same 718 
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pattern of superior performance on SS-SS condition relative to NS-starting conditions. NHC 719 

subgroup continued to show equal performance across all conditions. It thus appears that even 720 

with matching of the oral-language exposure period, the children with CIs still employ a deviant 721 

strategy compared to the NHC. It is important to note that whether according to the 722 

chronological or hearing age, children with CIs had statistically lower receptive vocabulary 723 

scores, and greater number of children with non-age-appropriate articulation relative to the NHC. 724 

This shows that even with equivalent oral-language exposure period, children with CIs in the 725 

current sample had a less developed language relative to the NHC which is in line with the 726 

hypothesis of delayed/hindered language learning rule of SSP. 727 

Furthermore, the template-driven word learning strategy appeared to be more evident when 728 

children with CIs were matched with NHC in hearing age. This was demonstrated by the 729 

consistent high accuracy score of 100% on the SS-SS condition obtained by all children with CIs 730 

in the subgroup analysis. Furthermore, children with CIs showed statistically equivalent RT on 731 

the SS-SS condition when matched in hearing age but not chronological age. That is, the children 732 

with CIs show increased proficiency and less effortfullness on the preferable template SS-SS, 733 

when matched in hearing age. 734 

Another interesting finding in the current study was that the lexical access in children with CIs 735 

appeared to be partially driven by the initial segment of the word, as demonstrated by the 736 

statistically superior performance on SS-SS condition relative to conditions that start with an NS 737 

syllable but not SS syllable. Yet, performance is not solely driven by the initial syllable or else a 738 

statistically significant difference between SS-NS condition and conditions beginning with NS 739 

should have been observed as well. Jusczyk et al. (1999), suggest that paying attention to the 740 

beginning of words is a useful strategy for early word learners. It could be that children with CIs 741 
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are employing the template driven word learning along with a specific onset-emphasis strategy. 742 

However this is unlikely as the two strategies occur in different developmental stages in the 743 

normal-hearing individuals rather than concomitantly. The current study involved a wide age 744 

range of tested children with CIs; 4 ; 11 – 15 ; 2. It is thus possible that some of the children in 745 

the sample are adopting a template driven word learning strategy, while others are segmenting 746 

the word with emphasis on the initial syllable. Future work studying the effect of sonority 747 

conditions across the different age groups could provide a deeper insight. 748 

The current study RT analysis has provided additional evidence that oral-language exposure 749 

period is a key factor in developing the auditory processing skills for the children with CIs. 750 

Children with CIs showed statistically significantly longer RTs relative to their normal-hearing 751 

peers on the sonority auditory task as an overall, and on SS-SS condition. In a previous study by 752 

Grieco-Calub et al. (2009), the RT of spoken word recognition in quiet in two-year-old children 753 

with CIs was longer than age-matched NHC. Reaction time was assessed using digital recordings 754 

of eye movements to target objects. Grieco-Calub et al. (2009) concluded that the auditory 755 

experience, or hearing age of young CI users prolongs the time course of spoken word 756 

recognition abilities. In our study, this was further supported by the subgroup analysis, which 757 

yielded similar RTs when NHC and children with CIs were matched according to the oral-758 

language exposure period/ hearing age. 759 

The answer to research question 4 is that children with CIs vary in lexical access strategies 760 

relative to their normal-hearing peers. The current study sample of children with CIs with age 761 

range 4 ; 11 – 15 ; 2 adopt a template-driven word learning pattern, an early stage word learning 762 

strategy, following the template SS-SS with possible partial/alternative word onset emphasis. 763 

The early word-learning strategies were still adopted in lexical access of children with CIs even 764 
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with matching of the hearing/ oral-language exposure period. Oral-language exposure period is a 765 

key factor in developing the auditory processing skills, in terms of effortfullness and RTs. 766 

Conclusions 767 

An effect of the sonority-related parameters on the degree of lexical perception of children with 768 

CIs was demonstrated. Children with CIs perform better in lexical tasks relying on sonority 769 

perceptual prominence brought about by the highly sonorous lexical segments within the 770 

sonority condition SS-SS. They adopt an early stage word learning strategy known as template-771 

driven word learning. The sonority condition SS-SS in individuals known to have restored 772 

audibility and good temporal processing makes it an adequate lexical template choice. In the 773 

current study broad age sample, lexical access was partly driven by the initial syllable in children 774 

with CIs, another early word learner’s strategy, as evident by the superior performance on SS-SS 775 

condition relative to NS-initial words only. Template-driven word learning strategy has a 776 

predominant role in lexical access of children with CIs even when matched to NHC on the 777 

hearing/ oral-language exposure period. NHC demonstrate their ability to shift between and 778 

utilize both types of sonority cues, namely perceptual prominence and SSP. The lexical access 779 

performance in NHC of the current sample is not template-driven. Compared to the NHA, the 780 

NHC rely on perceptual prominence cues but to a lesser extent than children with CIs indicating 781 

the developmental nature of perceiving the SSP cue during phonological acquisition. .  782 

Future Work 783 

Cross linguistic studies -- controlling for token effect a priori -- would validate the outcomes of 784 

the current study addressing a language-universal rule. Further probing of the possible 785 

underlying causes of the variation in performance of children with CIs relative to normal-hearing 786 
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individuals will provide a way to inform clinical practice and guide intervention. Studying 787 

different age groups of preschoolers and school-aged children will allow defining of the specific 788 

strategies employed of template word learning versus initial syllable preference. It may also 789 

provide insights to the developmental pattern of SSP. Longitudinal studies that monitor the 790 

progress of children with CIs are the ultimate method to observe the developmental effect. This 791 

collective knowledge would allow the creation of an evidence-based auditory rehabilitation tool 792 

that employs sonority conditions as a pillar on which further new advances could be built.  Such 793 

optimization of the performance across the different sonority conditions in children with CIs is 794 

expected to aid in their lexical access and language development outcomes.  795 
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Figure Legend 1028 

Figure 1: Flow chart of the Sonority Experiment Trial 1029 

Figure 2: Praat waveform, spectrogram and intensity contour of the token /vamo/ with 1030 

demarcation of the phoneme boundaries and the sound peak minima of consonants.  1031 

Figure 3: Bar chart comparing the receptive vocabulary score performance across children test 1032 

groups. Different letters (a, b) indicate significant differences across groups according to one-1033 

way ANOVA at p < 0.05.  1034 

Figure 4: Box plot comparing the median accuracy percent correct scores and interquartile 1035 

ranges of the sonority-treated lexical perception task in the three different experimental groups. 1036 

Different letters on comparison between groups indicate significant differences according to 1037 

Mann-Whitney U  test at p < 0.05. Horizontal Line indicates chance level. 1038 

Figure 5: Cluster Bar chart comparing the sonority accuracy percent correct score on the 1039 

different sonority conditions within and across test groups. Different letters (a, b) indicate 1040 

significant differences across groups for each sonority condition according to Mann-Whitney U 1041 

test at p < 0.05. Brackets denotes significant differences between sonority conditions within each 1042 

test group according to Wilcoxon at p < 0.05 (*) and p < 0.01 (**). 1043 

Figure 6: Bar chart comparing the visual and sonority-related average reaction time in msec 1044 

(mean and SD) across the three groups. Different letters across groups indicate significant 1045 

differences for the visual and the sonority task reaction times separately, according to post hoc 1046 

tests with Bonferroni correction at p < 0.05. 1047 
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Figure 7: Cluster Bar chart comparing the reaction time in msec (mean and SD) on the different 1048 

sonority conditions across test groups. Different letters within each sonority condition indicate 1049 

significant differences between experimental groups according to post hoc test with Bonferroni 1050 

correction at p < 0.05. 1051 

Figure 8: Box plot comparing the median accuracy percent correct scores and interquartile 1052 

ranges of the sonority-treated lexical perception task in the children subgroups matched 1053 

according to oral-language exposure period. There are no statistically significant differences 1054 

according to Mann-Whitney U test at p < 0.05 between subgroups. Horizontal Line indicates 1055 

chance level. 1056 

Figure 9: Cluster Bar chart comparing the sonority accuracy percent correct score performance 1057 

on the different sonority conditions across and within children subgroups matched according to 1058 

oral-language exposure period. Different letters (a, b) indicate statistically significant differences 1059 

between sonority conditions within each children subgroup according to Wilcoxon at p < 0.05. 1060 

There are no statistically significant differences across groups for each sonority condition 1061 

according to Mann -Whitney U  test at p < 0.05  1062 

Figure 10: Bar chart comparing the visual and sonority-related average reaction time in msec 1063 

(mean and SD) across the children subgroups matched according to oral-language exposure 1064 

period age. There are no statistically significant differences on visual and sonority task reaction 1065 

times separately according to independent-samples t tests at p < 0.05. 1066 

Figure 11: Cluster Bar chart comparing the reaction time in msec (mean and SD) on the 1067 

different sonority conditions across the children subgroups matched according to oral-language 1068 
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exposure period. There are no statistically significant differences across the subgroups according 1069 

to independent-samples t tests at p < 0.05  1070 
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ABSTRACT 24 

Objectives Sonority is the relative perceptual prominence/loudness of speech sounds of the same 25 

length, stress, and pitch. Children with cochlear implants (CIs), with restored audibility and 26 

relatively intact temporal processing, are expected to benefit from the perceptual prominence 27 

cues of highly sonorous sounds. Sonority also influences lexical access through the sonority 28 

sequencing principle (SSP), a grammatical phonotactic rule, which facilitates the recognition and 29 

segmentation of syllables within speech. The more non-sonorous the onset of a syllable is, the 30 

larger is the degree of sonority rise to the nucleus, and the more optimal the SSP. Children with 31 

CIs may experience hindered or delayed development of the language learning rule SSP, as a 32 

result of their deprived/degraded auditory experience. The purpose of the study was to explore 33 

sonority’s role in speech perception and lexical access of prelingually deafened children with 34 

CIs.  35 

Design A case-control study with 15 children with CIs, 25 normal-hearing children and 50 36 

normal-hearing adults was conducted, using a lexical identification task of novel, non-real CV-37 

CV words taught via fast mapping. The CV-CV words were constructed according to four 38 

sonority conditions, entailing syllables with sonorous onsets/ less optimal SSP (SS) and non-39 

sonorous onsets/ optimal SSP (NS) in all combinations, i.e. SS-SS, SS-NS, NS-SS and NS-NS. 40 

Outcome measures were accuracy and reaction times. A subgroup analysis of 12 children with 41 

CIs pair-matched to 12 normal-hearing children on hearing age aimed to study the effect of oral-42 

language exposure period on the sonority-related performance. 43 

Results The children groups showed similar accuracy performance, overall and across all the 44 

sonority conditions. However, within group comparisons showed that the children with CIs 45 
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scored more accurately on the SS-SS condition relative to the NS-NS and NS-SS conditions, 46 

while the normal-hearing children performed equally well across all conditions. Additionally, 47 

adult-comparable accuracy performance was achieved by the children with CIs only on the SS-48 

SS condition, as opposed to NS-SS, SS-NS and SS-SS conditions for normal-hearing children. 49 

Accuracy analysis of the subgroups of children matched in hearing age showed similar results. 50 

Overall longer reaction times were recorded by the children with CIs on the sonority-treated 51 

lexical task, specifically on the SS-SS condition compared to age-matched controls. However, 52 

the subgroup analysis showed that both groups of children did not differ on reaction times.  53 

Conclusions Children with CIs performed better in lexical tasks relying on the sonority 54 

perceptual prominence cues, as in SS-SS condition, than on SSP-initial relying conditions as NS-55 

NS and NS-SS. Template–driven word learning, an early word learning strategy, appears to play 56 

a role in the lexical access of children with CIs whether matched in hearing age or not. The SS-57 

SS condition acts as a preferred word template. The longer reaction times brought about by the 58 

highly accurate SS-SS condition in children with CIs is possibly because listening becomes more 59 

effortful. The lack of reaction times difference between the children groups when matched on 60 

hearing age points out the importance of oral-language exposure period as a key factor in 61 

developing the auditory processing skills.   62 
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INTRODUCTION 63 

Cochlear Implants and Speech Perception 64 

Cochlear implantation has been gaining growing acceptance as an effective treatment for 65 

individuals with severe-to-profound sensorineural hearing loss. As a result, the number of 66 

pediatric cochlear implants (CIs) has been distinctly growing (Bradham & Jones 2008). 67 

According to the US National Institute of Health (2012), there are approximately 324,200 68 

individuals with CIs worldwide. The benefits of CIs during the course of language acquisition 69 

have been documented for both speech perception and speech production (Fu & Galvin 2007; 70 

Shannon 2012).  71 

Speech acoustic cues, including temporal-spectral ones, comprise the segmental (phonetic) 72 

features  of the individual phonemes (Snow 2001). Individuals with CIs can demonstrate good 73 

word recognition accuracy; however it is unclear how they utilize the various acoustic cues to 74 

contribute to phonetic perception (Winn et al. 2011). Research efforts should be expanded to 75 

better recognize, identify and understand the way these cues are utilized in language processing, 76 

as this knowledge could guide the development and tailoring of better speech processing 77 

algorithms and rehabilitative tool outcomes (Jung et al. 2012; Sagi et al. 2009). 78 

Sonority and Sonority Sequencing Principle 79 

Sonority (or vowel-likeness) is one of the phonetic/ phonological cues that facilitates the 80 

recognition and segmentation of syllables within speech (Ettlinger et al. 2012; Miozzo & 81 

Buchwald 2013), thereby aiding child language acquisition (Ohala & Kawasaki-Fukumori 1997; 82 

Pater 2009). Sonority by definition, is a scalar property of the relative loudness/ perceptual 83 
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prominence of a particular sound segment compared to other sounds of the same length, stress, 84 

and pitch (Ladefoged 1993; Parker 2008). Sonority has been correlated to the openness of the 85 

vocal tract (Goldsmith 1990), with an underlying abstract language-specific phonetic 86 

representation (Beckman et al. 1992). Sonorous sounds include vowels, glides, liquids (flaps, 87 

laterals), and nasals, while non-sonorous sounds include obstruents (fricatives, affricates, and 88 

plosives) (Selkirk 1984). Sonority, being a perceptual aspect, is very difficult to quantify. 89 

Various scales have been proposed to order speech sounds on a sonority hierarchy. However, no 90 

universal sonority hierarchy exists, specifically when it comes to the ordering of obstruents 91 

(Parker 2008; Selkirk 1984; Steriade 1982), with claims of language-specific differences 92 

(Steriade 1982). According to Parker (2008) there are at least 98 different correlates of sonority, 93 

however very few attempts were made to instrumentally confirm them. Parker (2008) provided 94 

physical evidence supporting the sonority hierarchy. A partially new conceptualization of the 95 

physical realization of sonority was proposed, namely the sound level values at protrusions or 96 

extremes. These are values at the point of maximal and minimal intensity of vowels and 97 

consonants, respectively. Phonemes in English, Spanish, and Quechua were analyzed and the 98 

sonority intensity values were found to be strongly correlated (r = 0.91) with the typical 99 

phonological sonority hierarchy indices proposed. The study by Parker (2008) provided an 100 

empirical evidence that sonority is correlated with a measurable physical parameter. 101 

The ability of speech sounds to follow one another in phonological strings of a language is 102 

defined by the phonotactic rules (Blevins 1995; Chomsky 1969; Jakobson 1968). Sonority plays 103 

a grammatical role in defining syllable structure through the language-universal phonotactic 104 

principle termed sonority sequencing principle (SSP) (Clements 1990; Selkirk 1984; Zec 1995). 105 

According to SSP, each well-formed syllable has a peak of sonority (usually a vowel) with the 106 
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more sonorous consonants located closer to the peak and the less sonorous ones further away 107 

from it. This sonority-based principle thus determines the position of phonemes within the 108 

syllable, where sonority increases maximally and steadily from the onset to the vowel (Clements 109 

1990). Therefore according to SSP, the more optimal the sonority sequencing is, the larger is the 110 

degree of sonority rise from the onset to the nucleus of the syllable. 111 

The language-specific knowledge of phoneme co-occurrences affects word segmentation 112 

(McQueen 1998; Norris et al. 1997) and syllabification (Redford & Randall 2005; Smith & Pitt 113 

1999; Treiman & Zukowski 1990). Sonority is one of the factors predicting the sequence 114 

ordering mastered by young children (Ohala & Kawasaki-Fukumori 1997; Pater 2009), and the 115 

rate and type of errors observed in individuals with developmental or acquired language 116 

impairments (Bastiaanse et al. 1994; Béland et al. 1990; Buckingham 1986; Christman 1994; 117 

Romani & Calabrese 1998; Romani & Galluzzi 2005; Romani et al. 2002; Stenneken et al. 118 

2005). Studies have supported the role of SSP in adult speech perception (Berent et al. 2008; 119 

Berent et al. 2007), continuous speech segmentation (Ettlinger et al. 2012), and child language 120 

acquisition (Ohala & Kawasaki-Fukumori 1997; Pater 2009) 121 

 Several studies have tested the sonority related-grammatical markedness through assessing 122 

production and perception of SSP-violating onset clusters versus SSP-adhering ones in typically 123 

developing children including Greek, Dutch, English, Hebrew, and Norwegian language (Berent 124 

et al. 2011; Clements 1990; Ohala 1999; Syrika et al. 2011; Yavaş et al. 2008). It is widely 125 

debated whether the sonority related-grammatical markedness is innate or learned (Parker 2008). 126 

Infants as young as nine months of age have been shown to favor SSP- adhering syllables like 127 

“blif” over SSP-violating syllables like “lbif”, despite no experience with either (Friederici & 128 

Wessels 1993). However, the cumulative knowledge about SSP-adhering and violating structures 129 
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in a language is suggested to be learnable, as demonstrated by the fact that each language has 130 

different phonotactics (Redford 2008) and also by experiments that tested the ability to learn 131 

novel phonotactic patterns over a set of data (Chambers et al. 2003; Dell et al. 2000; Onishi et al. 132 

2002; Warker & Dell 2006).  133 

Sonority, as one of the factors influencing word segmentation and the sequence ordering 134 

mastered by young children, is thus expected to play a role in the process of lexical access and 135 

acquisition, which is mediated by a fast-mapping strategy between the referent and lexical label. 136 

Lexical Access 137 

A mental representation of a word must exist for the individual to be able to recognize it. In 138 

adults, acoustic spectra, among other cues of semantics, syntax and category, represent and 139 

provide access to the word in a speaker’s lexicon. Lexical access in adults is facilitated by the 140 

representation of a word as a unique combination of small number of units (syllable, foot, mora) 141 

(Bertoncini & Mehler 1981). What children attend to in the process of lexical acquisition is not 142 

fully clear. Suggestions exist that during the first 6-12 months of life, infants utilize acoustic-143 

phonetic mechanisms to store only stressed and word-initial syllables, as they find a way into the 144 

language system (Echols & Newport 1992; Gleitman & Wanner 1982). Later on, when the child 145 

has reached the understanding that words are used to name categories of objects and events, it 146 

adopts a holistic, less analytic approach in which semantic content rather than fine phonetic 147 

discrimination is of primary importance (Charles-Luce & Luce 1990; Ferguson & Farwell 1975; 148 

Hallé & de Boysson-Bardies 1994; Merriman & Schuster 1991). This whole-word processing 149 

starts around the period they have acquired 30 productive words and may last several years, as 150 

basic knowledge of words and related conceptual distinctions build up. Template-driven word 151 
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learning is a form of whole-word processing, with a tendency for learning words with a 152 

particular prosodic frame. The word-template acts as a lexical generalization that later spurs 153 

further learning of words that fit into the same template (Macken 1979).  154 

Fast Mapping 155 

Fast mapping is the capability of learning a word after minimal exposure to the new label.  It 156 

develops during the period of whole-word learning (Jaswal & Markman 2001) and involves two 157 

essential processes; referent selection and referent retention. Referent selection is the process by 158 

which the child determines the correct referent of a novel label. Referent retention is the process 159 

of storage of this newly formed label–object mapping in the memory for later use. During natural 160 

conversation, children are exposed to novel words frequently, and therefore should be able to 161 

perform these tasks rapidly and repeatedly (Spiegel & Halberda 2011).  162 

Sonority Research in Individuals with CIs 163 

Very few studies have investigated the role of sonority in speech of children with CIs. Chin and 164 

Finnegan (2002) examined variations in English complex onset realizations by children who use 165 

CIs. Results showed that one-segment realizations generally respected sonority principles, with 166 

the more sonorous segment being omitted and the less sonorous one retained. Kim and Chin 167 

(2008) investigated fortition and lenition patterns of error production in children with CIs. 168 

Fortition strengthens consonant articulation, that is, it makes the consonants less sonorous, while 169 

lenition weakens consonant articulation, thereby it makes the consonants more sonorous 170 

(Brandão de Carvalho et al. 2008). Data supported that lenition errors reflect the minimization of 171 

articulatory effort in specific phonological contexts, while fortition errors are pervasive and not 172 

context-sensitive in the same way that lenition errors are. The resulting pattern was consistent 173 
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with early phonological stage patterns of normal-hearing children, and suggested that 174 

phonological development in the two groups reflects a single universal acquisition pattern based 175 

on markedness. However, both studies investigated the role of sonority on speech production, 176 

rather than on speech perception and lexical access. 177 

Study Rationale, Hypothesis, and Objectives 178 

For CI users, temporal processing can be as good as that of normal-hearing listeners, as 179 

evidenced by temporal modulation transfer functions (Shannon 1992) and gap detection tasks 180 

(Shannon 1989). Thus, children with CIs are expected to detect the perceptual prominence cues 181 

provided by the sonority contour of highly sonorous consonants, equivalent to their age-matched 182 

normal-hearing children (NHC). Sonority also influences lexical processing through the 183 

phonological grammar rule of SSP. Sonority sequencing principle, being a language learning 184 

rule, is expected to be delayed or hindered in children with CIs as a result of the earlier period of 185 

auditory deprivation and the relatively degraded auditory signal provided by CIs. Furthermore, 186 

children with CIs may shift to rely on the more accessible cue of sonority perceptual prominence 187 

as a compensatory strategy. Therefore, we hypothesize that children with CIs and normal-hearing 188 

peers differ in terms of lexical access performance.  189 

The goal of the current study was to explore the role of sonority in terms of the perceptual 190 

prominence cues versus SSP cues in the lexical access of prelingually deafened children with 191 

CIs. The current research addressed the following questions: 1- How do the sonority related 192 

parameters affect the degree of lexical perception in children with CIs, relative to normal-hearing 193 

NHC and normal-hearing adults (NHA)? 2- Do children with CIs perform better in lexical tasks 194 

by relying on perceptual prominence cues brought about by highly sonorous lexical segments or 195 
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do they rely on language learning rules evidenced by sonority sequencing cues? 3- Do NHC 196 

perform differently on sonority-driven perceptual prominence cues versus language dependent 197 

cues, and is their performance comparable to NHA? 4- Do children with CIs vary in lexical 198 

access strategies relative to their normal-hearing peers, being exposed to periods of relative 199 

auditory deprivation and relatively degraded auditory signal input? 200 

METHODS 201 

Participants 202 

A Case-Control study was conducted including three groups of Greek-speaking participants; 15 203 

children with CIs, 25 NHC and 50 NHA. The sample size of children with CIs was guided by the 204 

availability of children complying with the inclusion criteria. Larger sample sizes were included 205 

for the normal-hearing groups, as they are of easier access, to provide reference data for 206 

performance in NHA and NHC. Power analysis was not possible as the predicted outcome value 207 

was unknown. 208 

Children with CIs included in the current study were prelingually deaf, as defined by an age of 209 

implantation of maximally 3 years. A postimplant age of at least two years was set to ensure that 210 

participants had some experience with spoken language and were able to perform the task under 211 

test using the fast mapping procedure. Additionally they had to be monolingual, with normal 212 

nonverbal Intelligence Quotient (NVIQ), and no additional disabilities. Proper 213 

audibility/functionality of the CI device with recent mapping within the last six months was also 214 

set within the inclusion criteria. All of the children with CIs were unilateral users. The age and 215 

postimplant age of each of the children with CIs are depicted in Table 1. The NHC were matched 216 

to the children with CIs based on the chronological age range, and gender. Inclusion criteria for 217 
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the typically developing (TD) NHC included normal hearing, normal NVIQ, and age-appropriate 218 

speech and language skills. The NHA were matched on the basis of gender to the two groups of 219 

children. Inclusion criteria for NHA included normal hearing, with age limit set at 40 years to 220 

avoid potential memory influences on the fast mapping referent retention process. Inclusion 221 

criteria was employed by the referring audiologist, and further validated through a set of pretest 222 

interview questions administered by the first author to the attending parent. 223 

Informed Consents were obtained from all the participants above 18 years. For participants 224 

younger than 18 years consents were obtained from one of the parents. This study has been 225 

approved by the Medical Ethical Committee of AHEPA hospital/Thessaloniki and by the Special 226 

Committee of Research Ethics of UOM/Thessaloniki. 227 

Materials 228 

A battery of tests was selected including the sonority experiment, audiological, speech and 229 

language tests, as described in the next section. Audiological tests included oto-acoustic 230 

emissions and pure tone audiometry to ensure normal hearing of the control groups. Moreover, 231 

for children with CIs, in free field, pure tone average (PTA) thresholds were at least 25 dB HL to 232 

ensure proper functionality of the CI device. In addition, speech audiometry tests were done to 233 

document the speech recognition abilities of the children with CIs. Aided free-field pure-tone 234 

average thresholds (500 Hz-2 kHz), and speech audiometry correct percent scores (word and 235 

sentence) of the children with CIs are depicted in Table 1. Raven IQ test (Raven et al. 2000, 236 

updated 2004) was employed to ensure normal NVIQ using the available Greek norms for the 237 

children aged up to 11 ; 11. Three NHC and two children with CIs, outside the current sample of 238 

25 NHC and 15 children with CIs, who scored at or below the 10th percentile (Grade of IV- and 239 
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V), were excluded. For older children, attendance of mainstream schools with at least medium 240 

academic achievement was used as an indicator of normal NVIQ. A protocol of receptive 241 

vocabulary in Greek was used to compare the receptive language scores of both children groups, 242 

and to ensure that the NHC were TD using the Greek norms up to the age of 6 ; 11. Attendance 243 

of mainstream schools with at least medium academic achievement was used as an indicator of 244 

TD language in NHC with age 7; and higher. The Test of Articulatory and Phonological 245 

Development (PAL 1995) was used to compare qualitatively the phonological skills of both 246 

children groups, and to ensure that the NHC are TD. The battery of test took 50 minutes on 247 

average depending on the child's age and responsiveness.  248 

In addition, a novel fast mapping experiment was designed to test the hypothesis of the sonority-249 

related lexical perception. 250 

Sonority Experiment 251 

  Sonority-Related Experiment Design 252 

The Sonority Experiment was a computer-based, lexical identification task of newly-learned CV-253 

CV words. The CV-CV words were labels of funny objects learned via fast mapping procedures. 254 

E-Prime 2.0 Professional software (Psychology Software Tools Inc 2012) was used to build the 255 

experiment. Audio stimuli included 16 disyllabic, novel, non-real CV-CV words with a trochaic 256 

prosodic structure within four sonority conditions. Funny objects were selected as pictures, 257 

obtained with author’s permission from a previous study by MacRoy-Higgins et al. (2013).  258 
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Sonority-Related Experiment Procedure 259 

Figure 1 illustrates the procedure for one trial, which is repeated for all of the 16 trials of the 260 

experiment. Each trial consisted of a pair of CV-CV words of opposing sonority conditions, as 261 

explained in the following section. The fast mapping (Spiegel & Halberda 2011) procedure was 262 

used to familiarize the funny object with the specific novel word label. This was repeated for 263 

each novel word of the pair. Carrier phrases used for fast mapping were “This is a _______” and 264 

“Look, a ________”.  Then an identification task with a choice of three picture array format 265 

including the two familiarized objects and a third foil object appeared with an audio playing 266 

“Show me+ target word”. The time lag between the slides was programmed to 1000 millisecond 267 

(msec), to ensure that identification was based on presentation of discrete trials. The insertion of 268 

a foil within the identification slide was guided by the pilot study (Hamza et al. 2016) where the 269 

two picture array’s chance level was relatively high (79.16% at p< 0.05), while that of the three 270 

picture array format was 52.75% at (p< 0.05). Both accuracy measures and reaction times (RTs) 271 

(from the offset of the target-word audio) were recorded and logged through the touch screen.  272 

  Sonority-Related Experiment Test Setting 273 

Testing took place at AHEPA Audiology Clinic sound treated room. A story scenario was 274 

developed to instruct the children. A practice session including six trials (two with real object 275 

words and four with novel words) was employed before testing. A pass score criteria of 50% in 276 

the trial session was mandatory before moving on to the testing. Hand position was standardized 277 

using a palm-shaped pad, with versions customized for left- and right-handed participants. 278 

Audios were played through two loudspeakers placed at 45 degree Azimuth calibrated at 70 dB 279 

HL at 70 cm from seating position. Testing session lasted 20 minutes including the practice. 280 
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Sonority-Related Experiment Stimuli 281 

According to the sonority hierarchy, vowels (V) within the CV-CV novel words are always 282 

sonorous (S), consonants (C) could be sonorous (S) or non-sonorous (N). The test stimuli 283 

building blocks of words were thus sonorous syllables (SS) and non-sonorous syllables (NS). 284 

The SS syllable is perceptually-prominent as it is composed of two sonorous phonemes, and has 285 

a less optimal SSP as it has a relatively smaller degree of sonority rise from the onset to the peak 286 

of nucleus. The NS syllable exhibits the opposite profile where it has a more optimal SSP as a 287 

result of the larger degree of sonority rise from onset to peak, and a less perceptually-prominent 288 

sonority contour caused by the non-sonorous consonant. This yields four possible sonority 289 

testing conditions at a lexical level; NS-NS, NS-SS, SS-NS, and SS-SS. At a word level there are 290 

three hierarchies within the sonority conditions. The NS-NS condition has low sonority 291 

perceptual prominence and an optimal SSP, NS-SS and SS-NS have medium sonority contour 292 

perceptual prominence and mid-optimal SSP profile, while SS-SS has a high sonority contour 293 

perceptual prominence and a least optimal SSP profile. The mid-hierarchy classes allow for 294 

studying the interaction of sonority with syllable position: first vs second. Four different tokens, 295 

containing different consonants and vowels, were generated per sonority condition, yielding the 296 

16 different novel word stimuli (4 conditions x 4 tokens). Sonorous onset consonants included 297 

flaps, laterals, and nasals. The Greek language lacks glides (Mennen & Okalidou 2007). Non-298 

sonorous onset consonants included voiced and voiceless fricatives, voiced and voiceless stops 299 

(Parker 2008; Selkirk 1984). The current study did not include affricates, as many sonority scales 300 

ignore this class entirely, because of their inherent complications to classify as a single phoneme 301 

or cluster (Escure 1977; Hankamer & Aissen 1974; Lavoie 2001). Refer to Table 2 for an 302 

inventory of the sonority experiment stimuli, the sonority condition and phonemic content. 303 
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Phonotactic probability, the likelihood of occurrence of a sound sequence, facilitates spoken 304 

word recognition and production.  The more common sound sequences are, the more accurately 305 

and/or faster they are recognized (Storkel & Lee 2011). In the current study, the frequency of 306 

occurrence of the CV syllables of the word stimuli was controlled for by matching them to a 307 

medium frequency of occurrence in the Greek language, with respect to syllable position. The 308 

frequencies of occurrence of syllables in Greek were calculated from a database (Adamidou et al. 309 

2013) of the 20000 most frequent lemmas in Greek (consult Supplemental Digital Content 1.doc 310 

for the detailed procedure of calculation and matching). Novel words did not contain phonemes 311 

with the same place of articulation and manner to avoid confounding effects in perception due to 312 

syllabic similarity. The sonorous phonemic classes: flaps, laterals, and nasals were represented 313 

unevenly in the first vs. second position, due to the fact that there are only three classes versus 8 314 

presentations of the sonorous class in each position. The choice of phoneme class representation 315 

in different positions was guided by an effort to counterbalance language bias frequency effects 316 

towards syllable position in the Greek language. The CV-CV stimuli were then paired into eight 317 

pairs of opposing sonority conditions, with creation of all possible pairing combinations.  318 

Each novel word was randomly assigned to the picture of a funny object within the 8 pairs. Each 319 

of the 8 pairs was presented twice with alterations of the target word through a random process. 320 

Four different versions   of the novel word- picture assignment, trial order, target word order and 321 

picture position were created. Choice of the test version administered to the participant was 322 

through systematic random assignment.  323 
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Acoustical Analyses of the Stimuli for the Sonority Experiment  324 

Novel word stimuli as well as carrier phrases were recorded by a native Greek female speaker 325 

using Sony PCMD100 Portable High Resolution Audio Recorder in a sound treated booth. The 326 

carrier phrase and the target word were collated via Sony Sound Forge Pro10.0. Then the 327 

collated phrases were normalized to a peak level of 80 dB HL on Gold wave (GoldWaveInc 328 

2015) to ensure that the results under test were not due to differences in presentation intensity.   329 

The mean intensity output was measured for each sonority condition using PRAAT (Boersma & 330 

Weenink 2016). For NS-NS the mean intensity +/- SD was 70.5 dB +/- 3.1 dB, for NS-SS was 331 

71 dB +/- 1.6 dB, for SS-NS was 69.4 dB+/- 1.7 dB, and for SS-SS was 70.6 dB +/- 1.1 dB. 332 

Acoustic analyses of the stimuli were conducted using Parker (2008) methodology to provide a 333 

physical correlate of the sonority classes of non-sonorous vs. sonorous consonant components. 334 

For this the sound minima peak intensity value was determined for the various consonants in the 335 

sonority classes with respect to syllable position (consult Supplemental Digital Content 2.doc for 336 

the detailed procedure of measurement). Figure 2 illustrates the token “vamo” as an example for 337 

the measurements performed on PRAAT. Table 3 illustrates the intensity minima values 338 

recorded for the various phonemes in the CV-CV word stimuli. An independent-samples t test 339 

showed that the dB minimum value of the sonorous consonants were statistically higher than the 340 

non-sonorous consonants in the first position [t (8.024) = 4.516, p=0.002] and the second 341 

position [t (9.053) = 7.344, p<0.001]. Furthermore, four real Greek words that were recorded by 342 

the same speaker and used in the training phase were analyzed using the same Parker (2008) 343 

methodology on PRAAT. Table 4 shows that similar sonority measurement patterns were 344 

observed for the Greek real words as for the novel word stimuli.  345 
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Visual Reaction Time Experiment 346 

A nonverbal, visual task was added, as a control condition, to ensure that the process of picture 347 

selection had no influence on the RT results. Absence of RT differences between groups on the 348 

visual task excludes generic motor differences in the process of picture selection between the two 349 

groups. This will allow for conclusions to be drawn upon the actual impact of the auditory 350 

component of the sonority experiment. 351 

The Visual localization experiment was run after the sonority experiment within the same 352 

session. The task involved a rabbit appearing on the screen in one of the three picture positions 353 

and the child was instructed to catch the rabbit as quickly as possible by touching the screen in 354 

the same manner as in the sonority experiment. Then the child would return his hand to the palm 355 

shaped pad and when ready, the procedure was repeated again for a total of eight trials. The RT 356 

was measured from the onset of appearance of the rabbit on the screen until the touch of it. The 357 

quickest visual RT of all eight trials was taken as the outcome measure. 358 

Data Analyses 359 

The two major outcome performance measures of the sonority experiment were accuracy and 360 

RTs. Accuracy was expressed in percent correct score and RT was expressed in msec. The upper 361 

weight in performance judgment was given to accuracy, and so only the RTs of the accurate 362 

responses were analyzed. Furthermore, trials where the RT was not logged from the first touch of 363 

the screen due to technical failure, as reported by the first author, were removed from the data 364 

set. The percent of trials eliminated from the RT data set was 3.25% for NHA, 9.5% for NHC, 365 

and 15.8% for children with CIs. An alpha level of 0.05 was used for all statistical tests. 366 
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The accuracy percentage scores in the sonority-treated lexical perception task were not normally 367 

distributed even after log 10 transformation. Therefore, non-parametric tests were applied to the 368 

raw untransformed data. For between group comparisons the Kruskal Wallis test was used for 369 

main effects, followed by the Mann-Whitney U test if pairwise comparisons were required. For 370 

within group comparisons the Friedman one way ANOVAs was applied, followed by Wilcoxon 371 

test if pairwise comparisons were required. 372 

The visual task RT was normally distributed and so between group comparisons were performed 373 

using one-way ANOVA, with post hoc tests using the Bonferroni correction for multiple 374 

comparisons. The sonority experiment RT data were log10 transformed in order to achieve 375 

normality and, homoscedasticity of model’s residuals before being analyzed via Mixed Linear 376 

Models using the ANOVA method. Due to the hierarchical nature of the data, the model 377 

involved a “between subject factor” (factor “Group”, with three levels: NHA, NHC, and CI) and 378 

two “within subjects factors” with repeated measures (factor “Sonority Condition”, with 4 levels: 379 

[NS-NS, NS-SS, SS-NS, SS-SS], and factor “Token.RT” with four levels nested within the levels 380 

of Sonority Condition). In the proposed model the subjects were considered a random effect 381 

factor nested within the three groups. Pairwise comparisons of mean values were performed by 382 

means of posthoc tests using the Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. For conceptual 383 

reasons, RT data are reported at the untransformed raw values. 384 

A subgroup analysis was performed based on 12 children with CIs which were pair matched with 385 

12 NHC according to the hearing/ oral-language exposure period. The oral-language exposure 386 

period was defined as the postimplant age in the children with CIs and the chronological age for 387 

the NHC. This analysis was carried out to study the effect of the oral-language exposure period 388 

on the performance of children with CIs, relative to NHC on the sonority task. As for the full 389 
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sample analysis, the accuracy percentage scores were not normally distributed even after log 10 390 

transformation. Therefore, non-parametric tests were applied to the raw untransformed data. For 391 

between group comparison Kruskal Wallis test was used for main effects, followed by Mann-392 

Whitney U test if pairwise comparisons were required. For within group comparisons Friedman 393 

one way ANOVAs were used, followed by Wilcoxon test if pairwise comparisons were required. 394 

Both the visual RT and sonority RT data were normally distributed. An independent-samples t 395 

test analysis was used for between group comparisons.  396 

Data were analyzed using IBM SPSS software package version 20.0 (Kirkpatrick & Feeney 397 

2013).  398 

RESULTS 399 

Demographics 400 

The mean age of the two children groups was not found to be statistically different, as shown by 401 

an independent-samples t test [t (38) = 0.494, p = 0.624]. Chi-square test of independence 402 

showed that all the studied groups had statistically similar distributions for gender (chi-square 403 

test of independence, X2 = 0.142, df = 1, p = 0.931). Table 5 shows the age and gender 404 

distribution of the different groups. An independent-samples t test comparison of the Raven 405 

NVIQ test scores of the two children groups showed statistically similar performance [t (37) = 406 

0.488, p = 0.628]. However, on the receptive vocabulary test, statistically significantly higher 407 

scores were obtained by the NHC relative to the children with CIs using an independent-samples 408 

t test [t (37) = 5.267, p < 0.01], as shown in Figure 3. Chi-square test of independence showed 409 

that the group of children with CIs entailed a statistically significantly higher number of children 410 
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with non-age appropriate articulation relative to the NHC (chi-square test of independence, X2 = 411 

16.501, df = 1, p < 0.01).  412 

All NHC were TD as validated through the normal hearing thresholds at all frequencies, normal 413 

NVIQ through Raven NVIQ scores or School report, normal receptive vocabulary scores or 414 

School report, and age appropriate phonological development on Articulation test assessed by 415 

Speech-Language Pathologist.  416 

Overall Accuracy Performance on Sonority-treated Lexical perception Task 417 

The accuracy performance on the sonority-treated lexical perception task ranged between 418 

93.75% - 100% for the NHA group, 68.75% - 100% for the NHC group and 62.5% - 100% for 419 

the children with CIs group. Median accuracy percentage performance was 100% for both 420 

normal-hearing groups, whereas it was 93.75% for children with a CI. Kruskal Wallis analysis 421 

showed a statistically significant main effect of ‘groups’ on the overall accuracy performance (p 422 

< 0.001). Pairwise comparison using Mann-Whitney U test showed that the NHA scored 423 

statistically significantly more accurately than both the NHC (U = 409, df = 74, p = 0.002)] and 424 

children with CIs (U = 150, df = 59, p < 0.001)]. Yet, both groups of children did not score 425 

statistically different (U = 140.5, df = 39, p = 0.167), as illustrated in Figure 4. The more 426 

accurate performance of adults relative to the children groups, but not between age-matched 427 

children groups reflects underlying age-related developmental cognitive and language 428 

acquisition processes. A positive correlation between the sonority experiment lexical 429 

identification accuracy score and the receptive vocabulary score for the entire children sample, 430 

was shown r = 0.53, p < 0.001. That is, the higher the receptive score the better the performance 431 

on the lexical identification task, or vice versa.  432 
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Group Accuracy Performance on Different Sonority Conditions  433 

Within group comparisons using Friedman one way ANOVAs showed that there was no main 434 

effect of the sonority condition on accuracy performance for the normal-hearing groups whether 435 

adults (χ2(49) = 1.714, p = 0.634) or children (χ2(24) = 3.102, p = 0.376). However, for the 436 

children with CIs a main effect of the sonority condition on accuracy performance was detected 437 

(χ2(14) = 8.711, p = 0.033). Further Pairwise comparison using Wilcoxon test showed that the 438 

children with CIs scored statistically significantly higher on the SS-SS condition, a condition 439 

relying on perceptual prominence, relative to conditions starting with a non-sonorous (NS) 440 

syllable, namely NS-NS (Z = -2.111, p = 0.035) and NS-SS (Z = -2.714, p = 0.007). All children 441 

with CIs scored 100% correct on the SS-SS condition apart from subject 3, a 5 year old child, 442 

with a postimplant age of 3; 1 who scored 75%. 443 

Across group comparisons, Kruskal Wallis analyses showed a main effect of the different 444 

experimental groups on the accuracy performance for NS-NS (p = 0.002), NS-SS (p < 0.001), 445 

and SS-NS (p = 0.027) conditions, but not for the SS-SS condition (p = 0.179). Pairwise 446 

comparison using Mann-Whitney U test showed that for NS-NS condition the NHA scored 447 

statistically significantly more accurately than both groups of children [NHC (U = 496, df = 74, 448 

p = 0.018, CI (U = 228, df = 59, p < 0.001)], while both groups of children scored statistically 449 

similar (U=156, df=39, p=0.294). For NS-SS and SS-NS conditions, the NHA scored statistically 450 

more accurately than the children with CIs [NS-SS (U = 201, df = 64, p < 0.001), SS-NS (U = 451 

287, df = 64, p = 0.006)], and statistically similar to the NHC [NS-SS (U = 523, df = 74, p = 452 

0.052), SS-NS (U = 574, df = 74, p = 0.185)].  Both children groups scored statistically similar 453 

on the medium sonority conditions [NS-SS (U = 130.5, df = 39, p = 0.112), SS-NS (U = 157, df 454 
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= 39, p = 0.406)]. Group performance within and across the different sonority conditions are 455 

shown in Figure 5.  456 

Group Reaction Time Performance  457 

Analysis of the RTs on the rabbit-visual task experiment using one-way ANOVA showed a 458 

statistically significant main effect of the test groups on the RT [F(2, 87) = 7.614, p = 0.001]. 459 

Post hoc tests with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons revealed that the adult group 460 

had statistically significantly faster RTs for the visual task (M = 517 msec, SD = 73 msec) 461 

relative to both groups of children [NHC (M = 589 msec, SD = 103 msec, p = 0.002); CIs (M = 462 

583 msec, SD = 87 msec, p = 0.029)]. However, more importantly, the visual task’s RTs of the 463 

children groups did not differ statistically from each other (p=1.000). This is important, as 464 

potential RT differences on the sonority audio-visual task between the children groups could be 465 

attributed to the auditory component rather than to the generic psychomotor ability to respond to 466 

the visual component. Group performances on the visual task are depicted in Figure 6. 467 

With regard to the average RT on the sonority-treated lexical perception task, the analysis via 468 

Mixed Linear Models indicated a statistically significant main effect of Group on the average RT 469 

[F (2, 89) = 23.397, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.345]. Post hoc analysis with Bonferroni correction for 470 

multiple comparisons showed that the normally-hearing adults (M = 500 msec, SD = 292 msec) 471 

yielded statistically significantly faster RTs than both groups of children [NHC (M = 902 msec, 472 

SD = 712 msec, p < 0.001), CIs (M = 1065 msec, SD = 838 msec, p < 0.001)]. This pattern on 473 

the audio-visual sonority task is similar to the visual-only task, suggesting that differences in the 474 

overall sonority RT between adults and children result at least partially from generic motor 475 

effects. The RT on the sonority-treated lexical perception task of the children with normal-476 

hearing was statistically significantly faster than that of the group of children with CIs (p < 477 
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0.001). As indicated previously, there were no RT differences between the children groups on 478 

the rabbit-visual task. Thus the RT differences between the children groups on the sonority-479 

treated lexical perception task are attributed to the processing load brought by the auditory/verbal 480 

component. In other words, the normally-hearing children processed the auditory/verbal stimuli 481 

faster than children with CIs.  482 

Within the methodological frame of Mixed Linear Models there was no main effect of sonority 483 

on the RT [F (3, 346) = 2.13, p = 0.096, η2 = 0.018]. Additionally, there was no interaction 484 

between group and sonority condition [F (6, 328) = 1.2, p = 0.306, η2 = 0.022]. However, due to 485 

the statistically significant main effect of Group on the average RT, further exploration was 486 

carried out to define any specific sonority conditions by which the groups varied in their 487 

Sonority RT. Post hoc tests with Bonferroni corrections showed that the NHA [NSNS (M = 500 488 

msec, SD = 31 msec), NS-SS (M = 527 msec, SD = 32 msec), SS-NS, (M = 495 msec, SD = 32 489 

msec), SS-SS (M = 480 msec, SD = 31 msec)] were statistically significantly faster on all 490 

conditions than both groups of children [NHC: (NSNS: M = 897 msec, SD = 48 msec, p < 491 

0.001), (NS-SS: M = 933 msec, SD = 47 msec, p < 0.001), (SS-NS: M = 1095 msec, SD = 47 492 

msec, p < 0.001), (SS-SS: M = 821 msec, SD = 48 msec, p < 0.001); CIs (NSNS: M = 1163 493 

msec, SD = 67 msec, p < 0.001), (NS-SS: M = 1028 msec, SD = 69 msec, p < 0.001), (SS-NS: M 494 

= 1076 msec, SD = 70 msec, p < 0.001), (SS-SS: M = 1114 msec, SD = 60 msec, p < 0.001)]. 495 

Comparison between the children groups showed that NHC had statistically similar RTs as the 496 

children with CIs on all sonority conditions [NSNS (p = 0.087), NS-SS (p = 0.382), SS-NS (p = 497 

0.216)] except for the condition SS-SS (p = 0.015), where the children with the CIs were 498 

statistically significantly slower than the NHC. Even though children with CIs showed 499 

equivalent accuracy on SS-SS condition to not only the NHC but also to the adults, a statistically 500 
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longer RT was needed by them, in order to achieve such high levels of accuracy on SS-SS 501 

condition. Reaction time on the different sonority conditions, across the experimental groups is 502 

shown in Figure 7.  503 

Token Analysis 504 

Token analysis was carried out to ensure that the hypothesis under test was not driven about by 505 

the effect of a specific token within a sonority condition. For each of the test group’s sonority 506 

conditions, the four tokens within yielded statistically similar accuracy scores according to 507 

Mcnemar test with Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons. Across groups comparison 508 

of individual token accuracy scores using Chi-square test of independence showed no 509 

statistically significant differences between the three groups for any of the 16 tokens, after 510 

Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons. This rules out that the sonority condition’s 511 

accuracy results were driven by a single token effect. 512 

Analysis of the token’s RT within the methodological frame of Mixed Linear Models using the 513 

ANOVA method showed a statistically significant interaction of tokens nested within the 514 

sonority conditions and the test groups (Condition x Token x Group) (F = 1.784, df = 24, p = 515 

0.012). Post hoc tests with Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons showed that the 516 

token “mola” was the sole token within the SS-SS sonority condition with statistically 517 

significantly longer RTs for the children with CIs (M = 1375 msec, SD = 1138 msec) relative to 518 

the NHC (M = 772 msec, SD = 560 msec). This means that the RT of the SS-SS condition could 519 

have been driven by this single token. However, it is worth mentioning that, two of the 520 

remaining three tokens within the SS-SS condition were also of longer RT in the children with 521 

CIs relative to the NHC, yet not statistically significant.   522 
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Subgroup Analysis 523 

Twelve children with CIs were pair matched with 12 NHC according to the oral-language 524 

exposure period. This analysis was carried out to study the effect of the oral-language exposure 525 

period on the performance of children with CIs on the different sonority conditions, and further 526 

probe the possible causes for the difference in the performance between the two groups of 527 

children.  528 

The oral-language exposure period ranged from 3 ; 2 – 12 ; 8 (M = 7 ; 10 years, SD = 3;2 years) 529 

for children with CIs and 3 ; 8 – 13 ; 6 (M = 7 ; 9 years, SD = 3 ; 1 years) for NHC. The 530 

chronological age ranged from 6 ; 1 – 15 ; 2 (M = 10 ; 10 years, SD = 3 ; 3 years) for children 531 

with CIs and 3 ; 9 – 13 ; 6 (M= 7;11 years, SD = 3;3 years) for NHC. An independent-samples t 532 

test showed that the subgroups did not differ statistically according to the chronological age [t 533 

(22) = 1.701, p = 0.103]. An independent-samples t test comparison of the receptive vocabulary 534 

test scores continued to show a statistically significantly [t (21) = 2.814, p = 0.01] higher 535 

performance for the NHC (M = 103 score points, SD = 35 score points) relative to the children 536 

with CIs (M = 69 score points, SD = 22 score points). Additionally, Chi-square test of 537 

independence showed that the subgroup of children with CIs also entailed statistically 538 

significantly higher number of children with non-age appropriate articulation relative to the NHC 539 

(chi-square test of independence, X2 = 7.659, df = 1, p = 0.01). A pattern similar to the one 540 

obtained in the chronological age sample analysis, despite the older chronological age of the 541 

children with CIs in the subgroup analysis. 542 

The accuracy percentage performance on the sonority-treated lexical perception task ranged 543 

between 69.9%- 100% for the NHC subgroup, and 83%-100% for the children with CIs 544 
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subgroup. Median accuracy percentage performance was 91% for the NHC subgroup and 94% 545 

for the children with CIs. Pairwise comparison using Mann-Whitney test showed that both 546 

subgroups of children did not score statistically significantly different (U = 61, df = 23, p = 547 

0.507) on the sonority-treated lexical perception task, as is illustrated in Figure 8. This result is 548 

similar to the one obtained from chronological age sample analysis.  549 

Within group comparisons showed no main effect of the sonority condition on accuracy 550 

performance for the NHC subgroup, and a statistically significant effect of sonority condition on 551 

the accuracy performance (χ2 (3) = 9.109, p = 0.028) for the children with CIs. Further Pairwise 552 

comparison using Wilcoxon test showed statistically significantly higher performance in SS-SS 553 

condition relative to NS-NS condition (Z = -2.236, p = 0.025) and NS-SS condition (Z = -2.121, 554 

p = 0.034) in children with CIs subgroup. Once again this result is similar to the one obtained 555 

from chronological age sample analysis.  556 

Across group comparisons showed no statistically significant differences in the performance 557 

between both children subgroups on any of the sonority conditions [NS-NS (U = 72, df = 23, p = 558 

1.000)], NS-SS (U = 62.5, df = 23, p = 0.506)], SS-NS (U = 65.5, df = 23, p = 0.514), SS-SS (U 559 

= 54, df = 23, p = 0.07)]. This result is also similar to the one obtained from chronological age 560 

sample analysis. It is worth noting that the children with CIs appear to score with extreme high 561 

accuracy on the SS-SS condition when matched according to the oral-language exposure period. 562 

All children within the CIs subgroup scored 100% percent correctly here, compared to 75% of 563 

the normal-hearing subgroup of children. Subgroup performance within and across the different 564 

sonority conditions is shown in Figure 9.  565 
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There were no statistically significant differences between the two children groups on the RT of 566 

the rabbit-visual task [t (14.333) = 1.459, p = 0.159], and on the sonority-treated lexical 567 

perception task [t (22) = 0.137, p = 0.892], as depicted in Figure 10. These results are different 568 

from the results obtained when comparing children groups of chronological age, where the 569 

children with the CIs were statistically significantly slower than the NHC as an overall and on 570 

SS-SS condition. Further exploration of the RT on the different sonority conditions using 571 

independent-samples t tests confirmed that both subgroups did not differ in RTs across the 572 

different sonority conditions [NS-NS [t (16.157) = 0.507, p = 0.619], NS-SS [t (22) = -0.281, p = 573 

0.789], SS-NS [t (17.787) = 0.248, p = 0.807],  even for the condition SS-SS [t (14.333) = 0.038, 574 

p = 0.970]. The RT on the different sonority conditions across the children subgroups is shown 575 

in Figure 11.  576 

DISCUSSION 577 

Sonority, as a phonetic/phonological cue, is relatively understudied in the population of children 578 

with CIs. Previous research has focused on studying the production of SSP-violating stimuli, 579 

rather than on studying the influential effect of sonority on speech perception and lexical access 580 

of children with CIs. To our knowledge, there are no studies that have evaluated the role of 581 

sonority on lexical perception and access of phonotactically-legal sequences in prelingually 582 

deafened children with CIs. In the current study, the various sonority conditions; NS-NS, NS-SS, 583 

SS-NS, and SS-SS were studied to explore the interactive effect of sonority’s perceptual 584 

prominence versus SSP on the degree of lexical access, while probing for the possible underlying 585 

processing and language mechanisms that influence lexical access in children with CIs. 586 
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The high overall accuracy scores observed in the current study by all groups was expected, since 587 

individuals in the study had a minimum hearing age of 2 years. According to Carey and Bartlett 588 

(1978) the fast mapping of words onto meanings is achieved during that age period, with a 589 

capability of acquiring words at a very rapid rate, on the order of 10 to 20 new words a day.  590 

The following research questions were addressed in the current study with an ultimate goal to 591 

provide knowledge that can be used in optimizing auditory input access and improving learning 592 

strategies for children with CIs.  593 

Research Question 1- How do sonority-related parameters affect the degree of lexical 594 

perception in children with CIs, relative to NHC and NHA?   595 

 In the current study, children with CIs performed as accurately as the NHC on each of the 596 

sonority conditions and as an overall score. Winn et al. (2011) has highlighted that under 597 

conditions of normal redundancy of acoustic cues, individuals with CIs could potentially achieve 598 

equally accurate performance on speech recognition tasks as the normal-hearing individuals. 599 

However, more importantly, CI users most probably use different acoustic cues to achieve such 600 

equally accurate performance. Pattern differences were observed when comparing the 601 

performance of each of the children groups to those of adults. Children with CIs performed 602 

adult-comparable “only” on the highly sonorous SS-SS condition, while the NHC scored equally 603 

well to NHA on all conditions apart from the NS-NS condition. This demonstrates that children 604 

with CIs were able to learn and identify words relying on perceptual prominence cues of highly 605 

sonorous segments with high, adult-equivalent accuracy.   606 

In terms of RTs, a statistically significantly longer RT on SS-SS condition was required by the 607 

children with CIs relative to the NHC. A possible explanation is that the hearing impaired 608 
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individual must invest extra effort to achieve perceptual success (Baddeley 1996; Pichora-Fuller 609 

etal. 2016). This comes at the expense of processing resources that could have been available for 610 

encoding the speech content in memory. However, a token effect was not ruled out for this SS-611 

SS condition, meaning that the longer RT maybe also attributable to the specific token “mola”. 612 

Yet, two out of the three other tokens within the SS-SS condition showed also longer RT. 613 

The answer to the first research question is therefore: both groups of children perform equally 614 

accurate on the lexical perception task as an overall and on the different sonority-related 615 

parameters. Differences in performance are detected when comparing both groups to the adult 616 

group, where the children with CIs show adult- equivalent accuracy on the SS-SS condition only. 617 

This higher accuracy performance on perceptually prominent lexical segments comes at the 618 

expense of processing resources as expressed by the longer RTs.  619 

Research Question 2- Do children with CIs perform better in lexical tasks by relying on 620 

perceptual prominence cues brought about by highly sonorous lexical segments or do they 621 

rely on language learning rules evidenced by sonority sequencing cues?  622 

The first research question showed that children groups performed equally accurate on the 623 

different sonority conditions. However, they may utilize cues in a different manner to achieve 624 

such equally accurate performance. This has been demonstrated through the within group 625 

comparison where an effect of the sonority-related parameters on the degree of lexical perception 626 

of children with CIs was demonstrated. Within group comparisons showed that children with CIs 627 

were able to learn and identify words relying on perceptual prominence cues of highly sonorous 628 

segments with high accuracy. This was evidenced through their statistically more accurate 629 

performance on SS-SS condition relative to the optimal-SSP onset syllable conditions (NS-NS 630 
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and NS-SS). On the other hand, the NHC performed equally well on all conditions regardless of 631 

the sonority of the speech signal.  632 

The consistent superior accuracy performance on the sonority condition SS-SS in children with 633 

CIs is evident through the within group comparison, as well as the adult comparable performance 634 

on that condition solely. Sonority influences speech perception through the perceptual 635 

prominence cues, as well as through the language learning rule of SSP. According to the auditory 636 

sensitivity hypothesis (Sussman 1993, 2001) the relatively immature auditory system of younger 637 

children, in terms of anatomical and neurological structures, is responsible for children relying 638 

more on louder, longer duration cues (Ohde & Haley 1997; Sussman 2001). In children with CIs, 639 

the reduced auditory sensitivity may cause them to display this pattern of immaturity even at an 640 

older age. This causes them to rely on louder cues, which explains the high accuracy on the SS-641 

SS word template. Thus children with CIs were expected to detect the cues provided by the 642 

perceptual prominence of highly sonorous segments, given that they have restored audibility 643 

through the CIs, and are documented to have intact temporal processing (Shannon 1989, 1992). 644 

On the other hand, their ability to process and develop the phonological grammar rules of the 645 

universally employed SSP was expected to be hindered or delayed, as a result of exposure to 646 

periods of auditory input deprivation and/or relative degradation of the auditory signal. An 647 

optimal SSP for CV syllables was present in segments with non-sonorous consonants, to allow 648 

for a greater degree of rise from the onset to the nucleus of the syllable. Thus, children with CIs 649 

were expected to tap into the perceptual prominence cues in syllables with high sonority (SS 650 

syllable), better than syllables with low sonority that lack the perceptual prominence, and rely on 651 

SSP (NS syllable).  652 
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Furthermore, Kuhl et al. (2008) points out that the infrequent or non-occurring category contrasts 653 

in a language could lead to the fading of discriminatory attention for the less-represented 654 

contrasts. This could be accompanied by a perceptual narrowing of categories that occurs with 655 

experience. For children with CIs, the reduced or degraded audibility of NS contrasts versus SS 656 

contrasts could mean that the NS syllable is considered an infrequent representation, with 657 

subsequent fading and further sharpening of the SS syllables.  658 

So, the answer to the second question would be that children with CIs perform better in lexical 659 

tasks by relying on sonority contour perceptual prominence brought about by highly sonorous 660 

lexical segments. This is in line with them being exposed to periods of relative auditory 661 

deprivation and degradation of signal input.  662 

Research Question 3- Do NHC perform differently on sonority-driven perceptual 663 

prominence cues versus language dependent cues, and is performance comparable to 664 

NHA?   665 

The NHC were capable of utilizing both the perceptual prominence cues and the language 666 

dependent cues of SSP. This is evident through performing equally well on all sonority 667 

conditions, even in the condition with the lowest sonority perceptual prominence as in the 668 

condition of NS-NS.   669 

Nevertheless, such capability of utilizing SSP-cues is not as well-developed as in adults. This is 670 

expressed through the lower accuracy performance of the NHC relative to the NHAs on the NS-671 

NS condition. For NHC, the presence of one syllable with sonority perceptual prominence cue, 672 

regardless of position; SS-SS, SS-NS, NS-SS was sufficient to make them score adult-like. This 673 

means that NHC continue to rely on sonority perceptual prominence cues to an extent. However, 674 
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the magnitude of reliance on such prominence cues by NHC is less than that of children with 675 

CIs, as evidenced by the adult-like accuracy performance on intermediate conditions. This brings 676 

us back to the auditory sensitivity hypothesis (Sussman 1993, 2001) where information 677 

processing in young children is affected by salience, loudness or longer duration cues (Ohde & 678 

Haley 1997; Sussman 2001).  679 

Gómeza et al. (2014)  investigated whether the newborn brains display a predisposition to the 680 

SSP by using functional near infrared spectroscopy (Gervain 2011; Lloyd-Fox et al. 2010; Rossi 681 

et al. 2012). Results showed that the brain responses of the newborns reacted to syllables like 682 

blif, bdif, and lbif in a manner consistent with adults’ patterns of preferences, despite having 683 

little to no linguistic experience. They concluded that sonority-related bias in humans does not 684 

require extensive linguistic experience or ample practice with language production. In the current 685 

study, the fact that NHC scored less accurately than the NHA only on the NS-NS condition guide 686 

us to think that SSP is a learnable principle rather than being purely innate.  687 

This is particularly important, as such a notion of SSP being learnable, would open the way for 688 

auditory rehabilitation tools that aim to abolish the static template-driven word learning and 689 

enhance the lexical access performance across different sonority conditions in children with CIs. 690 

Such tools would focus on training the auditory input through frequent presentation, as in 691 

children the representation of word forms that are frequently heard becomes more robust 692 

(Vihman 2016).  693 

The answer to research question 3 is that NHC do not perform differently on sonority-driven 694 

perceptual prominence cues versus language dependent cues, as they are able to utilize both. 695 

However, they fall behind the NHA on NS-NS condition. A condition that is challengeable in 696 
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terms of perceptual prominence and requiring the high dependency on SSP. This leads to the 697 

assumption that SSP is a learnable principle. 698 

Research Question 4- Do children with CIs vary in lexical access strategies relative to their 699 

normal-hearing peers, being exposed to periods of relative auditory deprivation and 700 

relatively degraded auditory signal input? 701 

Children with CIs appear to adopt an early word-learning strategy termed template-driven (SS-702 

SS) word learning. In typically developing children, the whole-word learning is an early word 703 

learning strategy that spurs further vocabulary acquisition within a lexicon. However, this 704 

strategy doesn’t continue in later stages of development, as the child eventually comes to master 705 

more complex adult sequences of articulation, speech planning and memory representation. 706 

Moreover, the template shape itself is dynamic rather than being static to a single form (Vihman 707 

& Keren-Portnoy 2013). The SS-SS word template, being highly perceptually prominent amidst 708 

a period of auditory deprivation makes it fit as an ideal learnable template.   709 

The subgroup analysis attempted to answer the question whether children with CIs when 710 

exposed to language for equal periods as normal- hearing children would still adopt the deviant 711 

word-learning strategy, or whether they would adopt similar strategies to the NHC. However, it 712 

is important to note that even though children are matched on hearing age, the actual oral 713 

language exposure of the children with CIs is not essentially equivalent to that of the NHC. This 714 

is because the children with CIs are exposed to degraded hearing experience via electric 715 

stimulation, as opposed to acoustic hearing available to NHC. 716 

In terms of accuracy performance, results showed that whether children groups are matched 717 

according to the oral-language exposure period or chronological age, they still exhibit the same 718 
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pattern of superior performance on SS-SS condition relative to NS-starting conditions. NHC 719 

subgroup continued to show equal performance across all conditions. It thus appears that even 720 

with matching of the oral-language exposure period, the children with CIs still employ a deviant 721 

strategy compared to the NHC. It is important to note that whether according to the 722 

chronological or hearing age, children with CIs had statistically lower receptive vocabulary 723 

scores, and greater number of children with non-age-appropriate articulation relative to the NHC. 724 

This shows that even with equivalent oral-language exposure period, children with CIs in the 725 

current sample had a less developed language relative to the NHC which is in line with the 726 

hypothesis of delayed/hindered language learning rule of SSP. 727 

Furthermore, the template-driven word learning strategy appeared to be more evident when 728 

children with CIs were matched with NHC in hearing age. This was demonstrated by the 729 

consistent high accuracy score of 100% on the SS-SS condition obtained by all children with CIs 730 

in the subgroup analysis. Furthermore, children with CIs showed statistically equivalent RT on 731 

the SS-SS condition when matched in hearing age but not chronological age. That is, the children 732 

with CIs show increased proficiency and less effortfullness on the preferable template SS-SS, 733 

when matched in hearing age. 734 

Another interesting finding in the current study was that the lexical access in children with CIs 735 

appeared to be partially driven by the initial segment of the word, as demonstrated by the 736 

statistically superior performance on SS-SS condition relative to conditions that start with an NS 737 

syllable but not SS syllable. Yet, performance is not solely driven by the initial syllable or else a 738 

statistically significant difference between SS-NS condition and conditions beginning with NS 739 

should have been observed as well. Jusczyk et al. (1999), suggest that paying attention to the 740 

beginning of words is a useful strategy for early word learners. It could be that children with CIs 741 
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are employing the template driven word learning along with a specific onset-emphasis strategy. 742 

However this is unlikely as the two strategies occur in different developmental stages in the 743 

normal-hearing individuals rather than concomitantly. The current study involved a wide age 744 

range of tested children with CIs; 4 ; 11 – 15 ; 2. It is thus possible that some of the children in 745 

the sample are adopting a template driven word learning strategy, while others are segmenting 746 

the word with emphasis on the initial syllable. Future work studying the effect of sonority 747 

conditions across the different age groups could provide a deeper insight. 748 

The current study RT analysis has provided additional evidence that oral-language exposure 749 

period is a key factor in developing the auditory processing skills for the children with CIs. 750 

Children with CIs showed statistically significantly longer RTs relative to their normal-hearing 751 

peers on the sonority auditory task as an overall, and on SS-SS condition. In a previous study by 752 

Grieco-Calub et al. (2009), the RT of spoken word recognition in quiet in two-year-old children 753 

with CIs was longer than age-matched NHC. Reaction time was assessed using digital recordings 754 

of eye movements to target objects. Grieco-Calub et al. (2009) concluded that the auditory 755 

experience, or hearing age of young CI users prolongs the time course of spoken word 756 

recognition abilities. In our study, this was further supported by the subgroup analysis, which 757 

yielded similar RTs when NHC and children with CIs were matched according to the oral-758 

language exposure period/ hearing age. 759 

The answer to research question 4 is that children with CIs vary in lexical access strategies 760 

relative to their normal-hearing peers. The current study sample of children with CIs with age 761 

range 4 ; 11 – 15 ; 2 adopt a template-driven word learning pattern, an early stage word learning 762 

strategy, following the template SS-SS with possible partial/alternative word onset emphasis. 763 

The early word-learning strategies were still adopted in lexical access of children with CIs even 764 
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with matching of the hearing/ oral-language exposure period. Oral-language exposure period is a 765 

key factor in developing the auditory processing skills, in terms of effortfullness and RTs. 766 

Conclusions 767 

An effect of the sonority-related parameters on the degree of lexical perception of children with 768 

CIs was demonstrated. Children with CIs perform better in lexical tasks relying on sonority 769 

perceptual prominence brought about by the highly sonorous lexical segments within the 770 

sonority condition SS-SS. They adopt an early stage word learning strategy known as template-771 

driven word learning. The sonority condition SS-SS in individuals known to have restored 772 

audibility and good temporal processing makes it an adequate lexical template choice. In the 773 

current study broad age sample, lexical access was partly driven by the initial syllable in children 774 

with CIs, another early word learner’s strategy, as evident by the superior performance on SS-SS 775 

condition relative to NS-initial words only. Template-driven word learning strategy has a 776 

predominant role in lexical access of children with CIs even when matched to NHC on the 777 

hearing/ oral-language exposure period. NHC demonstrate their ability to shift between and 778 

utilize both types of sonority cues, namely perceptual prominence and SSP. The lexical access 779 

performance in NHC of the current sample is not template-driven. Compared to the NHA, the 780 

NHC rely on perceptual prominence cues but to a lesser extent than children with CIs indicating 781 

the developmental nature of perceiving the SSP cue during phonological acquisition. .  782 

Future Work 783 

Cross linguistic studies -- controlling for token effect a priori -- would validate the outcomes of 784 

the current study addressing a language-universal rule. Further probing of the possible 785 

underlying causes of the variation in performance of children with CIs relative to normal-hearing 786 
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individuals will provide a way to inform clinical practice and guide intervention. Studying 787 

different age groups of preschoolers and school-aged children will allow defining of the specific 788 

strategies employed of template word learning versus initial syllable preference. It may also 789 

provide insights to the developmental pattern of SSP. Longitudinal studies that monitor the 790 

progress of children with CIs are the ultimate method to observe the developmental effect. This 791 

collective knowledge would allow the creation of an evidence-based auditory rehabilitation tool 792 

that employs sonority conditions as a pillar on which further new advances could be built.  Such 793 

optimization of the performance across the different sonority conditions in children with CIs is 794 

expected to aid in their lexical access and language development outcomes.  795 
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Figure Legend 1028 

Figure 1: Flow chart of the Sonority Experiment Trial 1029 

Figure 2: Praat waveform, spectrogram and intensity contour of the token /vamo/ with 1030 

demarcation of the phoneme boundaries and the sound peak minima of consonants.  1031 

Figure 3: Bar chart comparing the receptive vocabulary score performance across children test 1032 

groups. Different letters (a, b) indicate significant differences across groups according to one-1033 

way ANOVA at p < 0.05.  1034 

Figure 4: Box plot comparing the median accuracy percent correct scores and interquartile 1035 

ranges of the sonority-treated lexical perception task in the three different experimental groups. 1036 

Different letters on comparison between groups indicate significant differences according to 1037 

Mann-Whitney U  test at p < 0.05. Horizontal Line indicates chance level. 1038 

Figure 5: Cluster Bar chart comparing the sonority accuracy percent correct score on the 1039 

different sonority conditions within and across test groups. Different letters (a, b) indicate 1040 

significant differences across groups for each sonority condition according to Mann-Whitney U 1041 

test at p < 0.05. Brackets denotes significant differences between sonority conditions within each 1042 

test group according to Wilcoxon at p < 0.05 (*) and p < 0.01 (**). 1043 

Figure 6: Bar chart comparing the visual and sonority-related average reaction time in msec 1044 

(mean and SD) across the three groups. Different letters across groups indicate significant 1045 

differences for the visual and the sonority task reaction times separately, according to post hoc 1046 

tests with Bonferroni correction at p < 0.05. 1047 
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Figure 7: Cluster Bar chart comparing the reaction time in msec (mean and SD) on the different 1048 

sonority conditions across test groups. Different letters within each sonority condition indicate 1049 

significant differences between experimental groups according to post hoc test with Bonferroni 1050 

correction at p < 0.05. 1051 

Figure 8: Box plot comparing the median accuracy percent correct scores and interquartile 1052 

ranges of the sonority-treated lexical perception task in the children subgroups matched 1053 

according to oral-language exposure period. There are no statistically significant differences 1054 

according to Mann-Whitney U test at p < 0.05 between subgroups. Horizontal Line indicates 1055 

chance level. 1056 

Figure 9: Cluster Bar chart comparing the sonority accuracy percent correct score performance 1057 

on the different sonority conditions across and within children subgroups matched according to 1058 

oral-language exposure period. Different letters (a, b) indicate statistically significant differences 1059 

between sonority conditions within each children subgroup according to Wilcoxon at p < 0.05. 1060 

There are no statistically significant differences across groups for each sonority condition 1061 

according to Mann -Whitney U  test at p < 0.05  1062 

Figure 10: Bar chart comparing the visual and sonority-related average reaction time in msec 1063 

(mean and SD) across the children subgroups matched according to oral-language exposure 1064 

period age. There are no statistically significant differences on visual and sonority task reaction 1065 

times separately according to independent-samples t tests at p < 0.05. 1066 

Figure 11: Cluster Bar chart comparing the reaction time in msec (mean and SD) on the 1067 

different sonority conditions across the children subgroups matched according to oral-language 1068 
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exposure period. There are no statistically significant differences across the subgroups according 1069 

to independent-samples t tests at p < 0.05  1070 
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Table 1: Demographic Data of Children with CIs 

Age, Post-implant age, Aided free-field pure-tone average thresholds (500 Hz-2 kHz), and speech 
audiometry correct percent scores (word and sentence) of the children with CIs  

Subject 
No. 

Age Postimplant 
Age 

Free-Field 
PTA dB HL 
Thresholds 

Speech Audiometry Correct 
% 

Word Sentence 

1 4 ; 11  2 22 98 94 

2 5 ; 7  3; 1 17 84 78 

3 5; 0 3; 1 12 98 92 

4 6 ; 1  3; 2 22 68 44 

5 6 ; 2  4; 1 15 88 92 

6 6 ; 2  4; 10 22 76 80 

7 8 ; 11  6 17 98 96 

8 9 ; 4  6; 6 20 100 100 

9 8 ; 5  7; 8 12 96 98 

10 10 ; 9  7; 11 13 98 92 

11 10 ; 7  8; 8 8 98 100 

12 11 ; 7  9; 1 12 44 70 

13 14 ; 8  11; 8 13 100 98 

14 14 ; 3  12; 1 12 100 100 

15 15 ; 2  12; 8 13 100 100 

Mean 9; 2 6; 10 15 90 89 

Sd 3; 7 3; 6 4.312526359 16.01546871 15.43403783 

 

 

Table



Table 2: Sonority Experiment Inventory  

 

 

Sonority condition Consonant content Word stimuli 
 

NS-NS 
 

voiceless fricative+ voiced stop θigo 
voiceless stop+ voiced fricative tiJe 
voiced fricative+ voiceless fricative vuse 
voiced stop+ voiceless stop buci 

 
NS-SS 

 

voiceless fricative+ lateral falu 
voiceless stop+ flap ture 
voiced fricative+ nasal vamo 
voiced stop+ nasal bino 

 
SS-NS 

 

laterals+ voiceless fricative lufo 
flap+ voiceless stop retu 
flap+ voiced fricative reJi 
nasals+ voiced stop mugo 

 
SS-SS 

 

lateral+ nasal lamo 
flap+ lateral riλa 
nasal+ lateral mola 
nasal+ flap noru 



Table 3: Intensity minima values of sonorous versus non sonorous consonants within the 
non-real CV-CV word stimuli, arranged ascending, per syllable position. 

Non Sonorous 
C1 

dB min Sonorous C1  dB min Non Sonorous 
C2 

dB min Sonorous C2 dB min 

/f/ in falu  31.36 /r/ in reJi 57.359 /c/ in buci 36.892 /l/ in falu 61.845 

/θ/ in θigo 37.659 /r/ in retu 57.61 /t/ in retu 37.452 /m/ in vamo 62.859 

/v/ in vuse 38.569 /n/ in noru 58.755 /f/ lufo 46.829 /r/ in noru 64.775 

/t/ in tiJe 40.328 /r/ in riʎa 60.022 /g/ in θigo 50.107 /ʎ/ in  riʎa 66.367 

/t/ in ture 47.809 /l/ in lamo 60.191 /J/ in  tiJe 50.231 /r/ in ture 67.257 

/b/ in bino 51.29 /m/ in mugo 61.257 /s/ in vuse 50.935 /m/ in lamo 67.986 

/v/ in vamo 53.988 /l in lufo 62.397 /J/ in reJi 51.855 /l/ in mola 68.174 

/b/ in buci 58.25 /m/ in mola 64.879 /g/ in mugo 54.852 /n/ in bino 68.811 

Mean 44.906625 Mean 60.30875 Mean 47.394125 Mean 66.00925 

Sd 9.310951308 Sd 2.52534743 Sd 6.68606757 Sd 2.588898759 

 



Table 4: Intensity minima values of sonorous versus non sonorous consonants of real-Greek 
words 

Token  Consonant1 dB min Consonant 2  dB min 
milo /m/ 54.662 /l/ 64.561 

gala /g/ 45.411 /l/ 63.141 

filo /f/ 39.014 /l/ 67.854 

poδi /p/ 41.625 /δ/ 49.935 

 



Table 5: The distribution of the age and gender of the different studied groups  

Study Groups 

 NHA 
(n = 50) 

NHC 
(n = 25) 

CI 
(n = 15) 

Age    

Min. – Max. 19;0 – 39;5 3;9 – 15;2 4;11 – 15;2 

Median 21;7 7;11 8;11 

Sex % No. % No. % No. 
Male 48.0 24 48.0 12 53.3 8 

Female 52.0 26 52.0 13 46.7 7 

 



Supplemental Digital Content 1 

The procedure of calculation and matching of CV syllables to medium frequency of 

occurrence.  

Adamidou et al. (2013) database entailed lists of orthographic syllable frequencies and the 

syllabified phonemic word form transcriptions, along with ratings of frequency of their 

occurrence. First, all CV syllables were extracted from the database, with grouping of CV 

syllables according to IPA and recalculation of the frequency of occurrence, due to the multiple 

orthographic representation of a single phonemic transcription in Greek Language. Frequency of 

occurrences was then log 10 transformed due to the extremely wide range of values concerning 

the frequency of occurrences, with subsequent calculation of mean and standard deviation for 

each position. A criterion of one standard deviation (SD) from the mean was selected to denote 

medium frequency of occurrence for each of the positions. The criteria were exposed to further 

conservative restriction by taking the lower limit of the highest frequency and the higher limit of 

the lowest frequency for positions one and two.  

Supplemental Data File (.doc, .tif, pdf, etc.) Click here to download Supplemental Data File (.doc, .tif, pdf,
etc.) Supplemental Digital Content 1-submit.docx



Supplemental Digital Content 2  

The acoustic analysis of the stimuli using Parker (2008) methodology  

Measurements were done using PRAAT (Boersma & Weenink, 2016) in default setting of 

intensity calculations. First, the target word was selected and further segmented into the 

individual consonant components. Precaution was taken not to include in the selection the sound 

level protrusion of adjacent segments. For all consonants apart from stops, the measurement of 

the minimum dB value was performed by selecting the target consonant segment and then using 

the “get minimum intensity” function from the Intensity Tab on PRAAT. This was cross 

validated by visually inspecting the consonant segment and manually selecting the minimum 

point of the intensity contour and taking the intensity reading at that point. For stops, a different 

methodology of measurement was employed. According to Parker (2008), two minimum points 

should be measured and averaged; one corresponding to the occlusion phase and one for the 

ejective release. For the ejective phase, the same procedure was applied as Parker (2008) for the 

voiced and voiceless stops. The burst segment was selected and a sound level minimum was 

noted using the same function on PRAAT. However, for the occlusion phase a different 

occlusion phase segment was selected than the one denoted by Parker (2008). According to 

Parker (2008) the spectrogram selected for the occlusion phase included the final half of the 

carrier phrase vowel /a/ and the beginning of the first vowel of the CV-CV. In the current study, 

for the voiced stops, the occlusion phase segment was selected to entail the voicing bar only, 

since in Greek language the voicing bar prior to the burst is clearly evident, as voiced stops are 

pre-voiced (Botinis, Fourakis, & Prinou, 2000). For the voiceless stops, Parker (2008) 

methodology was applied for stops in the second position, however for initial stops it was not 
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etc.) Supplemental Digital Content 2-submit.docx



possible to measure the closure period since the target word and the carrier phrase in the current 

experiment are collated rather than being running speech. Therefore, the time frame of the 

voicing bar of the voiced stops was used to guide the demarcation of the occlusion phase for 

initial voiceless stops. The minimum was then denoted for the selected occlusion phase segment. 

The two minima; ejective and occlusive were then averaged, and the average reported as the 

minima value for the voiced stop. All measurements for stops were also cross validated by visual 

inspection. 
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